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Executive Board of G. Siempelkamp GmbH & Co. KG
(from left to right): Dr.-Ing. Hans W. Fechner (CEO), Michael Szukala

Foreword

Dear business friends, customers and partners:
If we had to summarize the previous business year for Siempelkamp in one word, then “diversification” describes our activities in 2013 most consistently. “Diversification” not only describes the
expansion of our product range. It primarily illustrates how constructively our customers and we
have faced numerous challenges in our industries and how much we have achieved.
In the Machinery and Plants business unit the expansion of our activities was especially diverse.
Plant operators worldwide appreciate that we provide entire plants from a single source and
implement an extremely high value creation for our customers.
The acceptance of a complete wood-fiber insulation board plant made by Siempelkamp at Pavatex
in France in 2013 set a milestone. The development of new formaldehyde-free resin blending
systems was another key issue for us with which we approach this market segment newly.
With the first plant for the continuous production of laminated beech veneer lumber we opened
up a completely new market. This plant was developed together with our customer Pollmeier.
Further benchmarks were achieved with our composite presses and in the area of metal forming
regarding two large projects for Nanshan in China and the first Siempelkamp ring-rolling mill for
Electrostal in Russia.
High casting competence for a broad range of products describes the activities of Siempelkamp
Giesserei in 2013: We owe our unique selling point of being the world‘s largest hand-molding
foundry to components such as the 320 t lower press beam for one of the closed-die forging
presses for our customer Nanshan. Next to components for such large presses, we have opened
up numerous other markets by producing structural parts for new industries ranging from onshore
and offshore wind power stations to engine blocks for ship diesel engines.

Siempelkamp

Foreword

Our third business unit, Siempelkamp Nuclear Technology, has its own challenges to meet. New
product lines and further refined diversification were the result of this unit‘s activities in 2013.
The good international reputation of our Nuclear Technology business unit and the diversified
product portfolio are the best prerequisites for a successful future of this business unit.
All diversification activities have one common denominator: “German Engineering made by
Siempelkamp” is a synonym for innovative strength, full service and concepts that are tailormade to meet the requirements of plant operators. Our customers appreciate the fact that we
use synergies between our business areas wherever they can be used meaningfully.
We look forward to approaching new markets and innovative technologies together with you in
2014. We sincerely wish you a good and successful 2014!

Dr.-Ing. Hans W. Fechner 				
Spokesman of the management

Michael Szukala

Advisory Board of G. Siempelkamp GmbH & Co. KG
(from left to right): Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Dr. h. c. Friedrich-Wilhelm Bach, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Werner Hlubek,
Dr. rer. nat. h. c. Dieter Siempelkamp (Chairman), Nicolaus Freiherr von Oppenheim
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Company
development in 2013

Three business units, one Group of companies on its way to become an international technology
group: In 2013 we were once again demonstrating and expanding our synergy effects within the
Siempelkamp Group. We strengthened our position in important sectors of industry and continued
to pursue our goal of becoming an internationally oriented technology group.
The Machinery and Plants business unit is the world market leader in the area of continuous woodbased material presses. Increasingly more often plant operators worldwide make use of our competence to provide complete solutions from the wood-yard to the finished panel. We have achieved a
first-class reputation in the wood-based materials industry. But our metal forming and rubber presses also achieve benchmarks on the global market. Completely new market potential is reached by
composite presses made by Siempelkamp. The research and development activities in this field have
met with positive response among an increasing number of customers.
The Siempelkamp Giesserei (Foundry) is the world‘s leading manufacturer of large and heavy castings
made of nodular graphite cast iron. In numerous projects the Foundry leverages and actively uses
synergies with the Machinery and Plants business unit. Thus, our customers benefit from sound and
well-grounded overall concepts without interface losses. Our Foundry also produces BlueBox® cask
bodies and CASTOR® cask bodies and has positioned itself as a supplier to various industries, e.g. to
the wind energy and mill construction industries.
Siempelkamp‘s Nuclear Technology business unit is the top supplier of safety installations and services
involving nuclear reactors. Furthermore, it specializes in dismantling technology which is required for
the decommissioning of nuclear power plants. With its internationally valued expertise in the field of
container production, this business unit continues on the road to success. It also increasingly tailors its
products and services to the changing conditions in the energy industry.
All three business units succeed year after year in expanding their synergies among themselves. Our
Machinery and Plants business unit machines castings manufactured by Siempelkamp‘s Foundry at the
same location. This saves our customers time, costs and logistical expenses. Our Nuclear Technology
business unit and its markets, on the other hand, benefit from the casting competence of the
Foundry. The benefit of the overall concept: Without interface losses, the three business units hand the
“baton” of a project around. Thus, we support plant operators worldwide by producing innovative
products in an economic and resource-saving manner. In the process we supply products that are
tailor-made according to the customers‘ requirements and markets.

Business development of the Siempelkamp Group
The business activities of the Siempelkamp Group took place against the background of restrained
global economic developments in 2013. Compared to the growth of the previous year which amounted
to 3.2%, the global economy only achieved a plus of 2.9% in 2013.
In the Euro-zone the economy overcame the stubborn recession by mid-year. Though the risks caused
by the global financial crisis could not be eliminated, they turned out to be less significant. In Germany
and Austria the national economy grew slightly; in Great Britain and Russia a growth of more than
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Siempelkamp, Krefeld, Germany
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1% of the gross domestic product was recorded. In the peripheral states of the Euro-zone, demand
continued to decline due to the structural adjustment processes.
With 1.9% the economy in the USA grew less than the previous year which is primarily due to the first
half of 2013. Over the course of the year the economy recovered. South America developed pleasantly:
Brazil recorded a growth of 2% in the gross domestic product. The other Latin American countries even
recorded growth rates of over 4%. Only Mexico achieved minimal growth with 1.2% which is due to
its connection to the US economy.
China‘s economic growth of 7.7% remains consistent, however, is subdued by restrictive monetary
policies. With 1.7% the Japanese economy did not meet the growth expectations; company investments have been reluctant.
A look at the German mechanical engineering industry as a basic condition for our activities
demonstrates: The number of orders received within Germany and from abroad was 2% less compared
to the previous year. The domestic market was characterized by declining investments. Exports also did
not reach the level of 2012. Only orders from the euro partner countries developed pleasantly.
Against this background the Machinery and Plants business unit achieved a positive result with an
order quantity that was 4% higher than last year. This result is primarily due to the demand outside the
Euro-zone which developed excellently especially during the fourth quarter of 2013.
The Foundry Technology business unit recorded an increase in sales compared to the previous year. The
order quantity also exceeded the previous year in 2013. While the number of orders from the offshore
wind industry was declining, the areas of vertical mill construction, energy conversion and nuclear
containers developed pleasantly.

Siempelkamp Group consolidated in million Euros
Total order value

Order backlog

Sales volume

Total performance

Employees*

				Change			Change			Change			 Change			Change
		
2013 2012 in %
2013
2012 in %
2013 2012 in %
2013 2012
in %
2013 2012 in %
Machinery and
Plants business unit 406.5

388.8

4.6

530.6

635.1 –16.5

509.6

589.4 –13.5

405.4

529.8

–23.5

1.898

2.046

–7.2

Nuclear Technology
business unit
106.1

120.9

–8.8

160.3

168.6

–4.9

112.7

106.8

5.5

121.9

118.5

2.9

632

623

1.4

Casting Technology
business unit
106.1

97.3

9.0

127.2

141.6 –10.2

120.5

114.8

5.0

114.4

114.3

0.0

483

482

0.2

–

–

–

–

–

–

4.9

6.0 –18.3

4.9

6

–18.3

4

4

0.0

Consolidation

–29.7 –12.2

–

17.8

–12.7

–

–29.4

–19.0

–

–29.2

–17.9

–

–

–

–

Group total

588.9 594.8

–1.0

800.4

932.6 –14.2

718.4

797.9 –10.0

617.4

750.7

–17.7

3,017

3,155

–4.4

Holding

Trainees 													
107

120

														
3,124

3,280

*End of period Dec. 31, 2013

Against the background of changing basic conditions in Germany we received a satisfactory level of
orders. Noticeable here was the rising foreign business.

Sales trend
With a total turnover of 1 718.4 million – 10% less than in the previous year – the Siempelkamp
Group achieved the third best result in company history (1 797.9 million in 2012). For accounting
related reasons, the turnover in the mechanical engineering segment was weaker compared to the
previous year, while the foundry and nuclear technology segments contributed to a stabilization
with increased sales.

Total order value
The total order value in 2013 amounted to 1 588.9 million. With this result we almost reached
the figure of 2012 (1 594.8 million) – against the background of macroeconomic trends, this is a
pleasant development.

Employees
In all three business units dedicated teams ensure the future of our company. We are considered an
engine for innovation and a driving force in many market segments and have achieved a position as
the world market leader. Our employees strengthen this profile with dedication and pioneering spirit.
On December 31, 2013 we employed 3,017 people. This result reflects 138 employees less than in
2012 and is primarily due to restructuring in the Machinery and Plants business unit. This team
was complemented by 107 trainees starting their professional career in commercial/technical,
cooperative and commercial training positions.

Research, Development
In the development of presses and new technologies, the Machinery and Plants business unit has
achieved new milestones in several areas in 2013.
A highlight during the 2013 business year was the completion of the first Siempelkamp ring-rolling
mill. Construction and testing took several months because both, the hardware and the newly
developed control software „SicoRoll“ were tested under real operation conditions. Numerous con
structive details achieve high precision during rolling. All departments across many different disciplines
worked together on this project and proved during installation, startup and pre-acceptance by the
customer that Siempelkamp opens up further markets worldwide with new products.

Siempelkamp
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The ring-rolling mill during trial phase
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In the area of composite production we recorded success after our market entry in 2012. A prototype plant
for the production of fiber-reinforced composites started up successfully at Advanced Composite Engineering
GmbH (ACE) in Immenstaad, Germany.
We received two additional orders for composite presses in 2013. The German company C.F. Maier in
Königsbronn, a new customer for Siempelkamp, ordered a 2,000 t SMC press. The press incorporates the
Sheet Molding Compound process (SMC) for the production of long-fiber reinforced plastics. At the same
time, the customer has the option to change the press over to the RTM process.
We recorded another sales success from Canada: Magna Policon, largest manufacturer of plastic com
ponents in the Magna Group, ordered a 2,500 t composite press. The press also allows the customer to
use the “In-Mold Coating” (IMC) process which allows the finishing and coating of the pressed component
parts. The fact that the frame press is accessible from all four sides leads to the advantage of quick tool
changes.
The success of our Ecoresinators for MDF continued in 2013. 18 sold plants prove that we have met the
needs of our market with this concept. To transfer this success to particleboard production, we developed
the Ecoresinator for particles. This concept is currently in its test phase.
Our research and development in 2013 also focused on the use of rice straw for the production of medium
density fiberboard. This development was carried out on behalf of a customer order.
Our joint project with Pollmeier Massivholz GmbH & Co. KG also achieved a new milestone. In 2012
Pollmeier ordered from us a Generation 8 ContiRoll® for the pressing of beech veneer – an innovative
process which we developed together. According to schedule, this plant was installed in 2013.

Landing flaps on the wing

Box structure of a landing flap

We continued work on our aeronautical research project (Lufo IV) in 2013. Together with our
development partners AIRBUS, xperion and several institutes, we developed modern production
methods for the production of thermoplastic box structures for the aviation sector. Coupon tests to
test the press process were successfully carried out. The preparations for a mock-up model, a prototype, which will identify potential problems the individual component parts may face, are underway.
We have sustainably established our composite bars in the market. The Siempelkamp subsidiary
Strothmann, a material handling expert, uses these bars for its feeders which are used on a regular
basis by Volkswagen AG.
We also concentrated on insulation board technology in 2013 – the focus here was on innovative,
formaldehyde-free blending systems. Thus, we meet the new general conditions which are put on
plant operators by international legislation.
In the construction materials industry we started up an innovative continuous press line for the
production of high-quality face panels for siding material. For our KT700 laminating press we
developed an innovative loading system for the production of HPL compact panels.

Large components for Nanshan‘s
closed-die forging press
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Machining on Schiess Vertimaster
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The research and development for Siempelkamp Giesserei (Foundry) focuses on the technical support
of customers in dealing with challenging cast component.
In 2013 we counseled several customers during the changeover from the conventional ferritic/perlitic
cast iron with spheroidal graphite to the new solid-solution strengthened ferritic cast iron with
spheroidal graphite which has become part of European standardization in 2012. This material family,
which has been used by Siempelkamp successfully under the brand name Siclas® for over a decade,
offers a variety of high-strength and special ductile cast iron with spheroidal graphite. These are significantly more ductile than their traditional counterparts.
Furthermore, we successfully conducted developments focusing on the improvement of cast component
properties in close cooperation with customers and in accordance to their needs. For example, we
developed and tested a technology for the near-surface molding of particularly long pipes for active
surface cooling. The results achieved can be compared with deep hole applications regarding the
positioning accuracy.
During an elaborate examination we tested the surface hardening of cast iron with spheroidal graphite
through hammering. Thus, it is possible to increase the strength and rigidity of the material locally and
as a consequence to expand application limitations. The data for the hardening process by means of
hammering, a process which can be easily controlled, provides designing engineers the necessary tool
for a safe application in practice.
In this context the 2013 completion of the research project “Lunkerfest”, which stretched over several
years, has to be mentioned. Together with numerous external partners, advanced ultrasound techniques
were used to detect discontinuities in cast components made of nodular graphite cast iron. We derived
methods for their assessment with regard to their effect on component life. The comprehensive com
ponent life data for test bodies and parts with imperfections is an invaluable help for the calculation
and analysis of the error tolerance of individual cast components.

Our research in our area of nuclear technology concentrated on the development and adaptation of
container designs to specific international requirements. Our activities included transport and storage
container solutions for low-level and medium-level radioactive waste material. Furthermore, we
continued to optimize our process for the production of corrosion- and wear-resistant protection
coatings by means of high velocity oxygen fuel flame spraying in 2013.

Investments
Our work in the area of research and development is the engine for our excellent position in the
market. Our investment activities also contribute largely to ensuring future-proof locations and a
clear technological edge.
Major activities of the Machine and Plant Engineering business unit in 2013 included the acquisition
of the Italian company CMC Texpan to become a 100% Siempelkamp subsidiary as well as measures
regarding the location expansion. In Krefeld we invested, for example, in an overhead crane for our
machine factory as well as our combined heat and power unit.
The investments of Siempelkamp Foundry in 2013 concentrated mainly on the replacement, main
taining and production increases of technical installations and machines. Furthermore, we started up
a new burning facility. With it, we created optimized workstations that are protected from the influence
of weather conditions and made our production processes more efficient.
During 2013, Siempelkamp‘s Nuclear Technology business unit invested primarily in the expansion
of production areas at the company‘s locations Siempelkamp Krantechnik (crane technology) in
Moormerland and Siempelkamp Tensioning Systems in Lünen, both in Germany. Furthermore, we
expanded our container production at the production facility in Mülheim, Germany, and added
machinery in 2013.

Gas turbine for the Siempelkamp heating and power station
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Trainees – First day
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Employees
Within the scope of our workforce planning and quality assurance, we have continued to hire young
engineers in 2013. An important characteristic of our employer branding is the intensive contact to
universities and graduates. Siempelkamp plays an integral part in university projects, career-oriented
internships, at job fairs and during recruiting days.
Well-trained specialists are especially important. In order to stay competitive, we offer qualified and
up-to-date training. A good balance between theory and practice plays an important role at Siempelkamp. Our cooperative engineering education contributes by completely preparing the up and
coming generation for the requirements in their profession. In 2013 we increased our commitment in
the area of electrical engineering.

Machinery and

Finished product storage at Pavatex in Golbey

Plants

Siempelkamp
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Wood-based materials
industry – the integrated
concept
The construction of complete production plants for wood-based panels is Siempel
kamp‘s profession. We have secured a first-class reputation as the market leader for
continuous wood-based panel presses and complete plants ranging from the wood-yard
to the laminated panel.
Customers around the world appreciate the diversity as well as the vertical range of
manufacture of our product range. We manufacture plants for the production of
particleboard, MDF or OSB as well as short-cycle presses and wood-fiber insulation
board plants. For two years, our experts tested the possibilities of a continuous pro
duction process for laminated beech veneer lumber. The result is the fully automatic
production of a new innovative product on a Generation 8 ContiRoll® press.
Our Doorskin plants for thin and compression molded MDF as well as our transformer
board presses with up to 30 daylights also carry out highly specialized tasks.
We customize our machine concepts to the plant operator and supply complete system
solutions. Engineering, calculation, design, production as well as installation and start
up are from a single source and therefore, without interface losses.
Around our core competence, the ContiRoll®, we provide our customers with process
technology, engineering services and all relevant products for the front-end of the line.
Energy plants and dryers are also part of our plant concepts, just as the finishing equipment and the lamination of panels by means of our short-cycle presses are. Our range
of services is completed with our plant automation, industrial electronics, modifications, upgrades and spare parts service. Our all-round service package ensures plant
operators high availability, excellent products and resource efficiency.
Last but not least, another one of our services is becoming increasingly established in
the market: Siempelkamp deals with used equipment and carries out modifications as
well as upgrades. According to their requirements, our customers will receive a suitable
solution!

Fiber dryer and wet electric filter

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants wood-based materials industry
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Wood-based materials industry
Siempelkamp Maschinen- und Anlagenbau GmbH & Co. KG once again achieved excellent positions
in its markets in 2013. Our competence as a complete solutions provider contributed decisively to
this result. Ten customers ordered primarily large production plants for wood-based materials including
ContiRoll® presses and thus strengthened our position as a systems supplier. In a fiercely competitive
market we succeeded in receiving two more orders than in 2012.
Furthermore, we were able to extent our competence as a supplier of technically demanding plants
for the production of specialty products in the wood-based materials sector. This includes a plant for
laminated beech veneer lumber for Pollmeier, Germany, a high-performance particleboard plant for
Falco, Hungary, a plant for the production of ultra-thin MDF for Homanit, Poland, as well as a woodfiber insulation board plant for our French customer Pavatex. Rockwool from The Netherlands received
an innovative plant for the production of siding panels.
Our high-end model, the KT 700 short-cycle press, for the laminating of MDF and particleboard was
also successfully marketed. Furthermore, several different plant operators ordered our innovative
MDF blending system, the Ecoresinator. Since its market introduction in 2011, 18 systems have been
sold to date. In the area of second-hand plants, demand has significantly increased for both suppliers
as well as buyers. In 2013 we offered a total of three particleboard lines, one MDF line as well as
seven short-cycle lines.
Not only the new orders but also our ongoing projects illustrate our worldwide activities and the
demand for Siempelkamp support beginning with installation and continuing to acceptance. In 2013
we installed 23 production plants for wood-based materials worldwide. Plant operators at a total of
13 locations celebrated the production of a “First Board” and the startups of the plants, respectively.
Nine projects were completed in 2013.

ContiRoll® for MDF, AGT, Turkey
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Positioning in the market
As a world leader for machine and plant engineering in the wood-based
materials industry, we are positioned as an innovative supplier of complete
solutions in the market. In the area of presses we back up this know-how
with the Generation 8 ContiRoll® press; in the area of blending systems
with the Ecoresinator; in the front-end area of our lines with the worldwide
largest supplied strander to date.
Complete plants including the energy system and steel construction are
our strength ensuring customers minimal interfaces and quick project com
pletion.
Last but not least we have the largest installed base worldwide. This results
in strong demand for modernizations and retrofits. We also demonstrate
a strong presence with numerous innovative niche products including
doorskin, wood-fiber insulation boards, press lines for laminated beech
veneer lumber and transformer board lines.

18 19

Cyclone for a fiber dryer

Outlook
The International Monetary Fund forecast a global economic growth of 3.7% for 2014. Economic
activities in Germany are also expected to gain momentum. The German Association of Machine and
Plant Builders forecast an increase in production of 3%.
This said, 2014 could become another satisfactory year for machine and plant builders. While the
wood-based material capacities in Western Europe are still too high, we expect a shifting of the
markets to the North American continent where closed plants are increasingly being reactivated.
We expect a positive impact on our service and modernization business.
The BRIC countries still have to deal with the devaluations of their own currencies and economic
upheavals. Nevertheless, an increasing demand for new plants is expected from these countries.
China is regarded as saturated; the growth rates have leveled off in the normal range. The Eastern
European CIS countries still face financing problems although new projects are in sight. We assume
that the service and spare parts business will have an important status in this area.

Process engineering: continuously strong
Best German mechanical engineering knowledge, sound expertise, creativity and farsightedness are the components
for success for our area of process engineering. For more than 50 years our in-house research and development has
been a central focus of our business activities. We maintain an active dialogue with customers, partners and
research institutes in order to find the best solution for common challenges.
About 40 years ago, the development of a technology that allowed the pressing of particleboard without the need
for screens or cauls to transport the mat was one of our first milestones. Later, this concept resulted in the development of the belt line. The next highlight of our research and development work was the ContiRoll®: This reference
product made by Siempelkamp was an enormous technology leap.
Our competence to provide customers with complete solutions is the reason for our outstanding position in our
markets. We supply all core plant components for complete wood-based material production plants, ranging from
the wood-yard to the packing of the finished boards. These success stories are owed to our process technology
which makes the production of such different high-quality products ranging from particleboard to OSB to fiber-reinforced composites possible in the first place.
MDF-ContiRoll® AGT, Turkey

Ecoresinator AGT, Turkey
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Engineering: 40 years of engineering competence
Our Belgium subsidiary Sicoplan has been planning wood-based material production plants exclusively for Siempelkamp for 40 years.
These plants are built all around the world. The service range includes the pre-engineering, the basic engineering and the startup of
partial and complete plants.
The engineering services begin with determining the main design figures and the overall plant concept.
This is followed by the pre-engineering which includes a three-dimensional detailed model of the plant from which the quantity structures for the steel construction, the dimensions for the production halls and the data about foundations and utilities are prepared.
Sicoplan supports upcoming approval procedures with the description of processes, consumption data and data about emissions.
During the actual planning phase, the specifications for all machines and the technical evaluation of the offers take place.
This is followed by an intensive coordination between customers, Siempelkamp and all machine suppliers, with Sicoplan constantly
bundling all current information. Optionally, our customers receive manufacturing drawings for pneumatic and mechanical conveying
equipment.

The new Sicoplan building, Belgium
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Furthermore, Sicoplan is available for questions during the installation and co
ordinates the startup, for example, as a contact for the production personnel and
for the organization of test runs.
The overall objective is customer satisfaction from the offer phase to the final
acceptance and as a consultant when the customer‘s goal is to optimize production
and increase performance.
The benefits for our customers include: quick startups, steep ramp-up curves,
optimal use of available resources, high efficiency of the plants – and a holistic full
service concept.

The year 2013
The year of the magical 8

Workstation

Engineering
Engineering

• We carried out each: 8 basic engineering projects, 8 pre-engineering projects,
8 technological startups for large wood-based material production plants.
• These figures included 12 x MDF; 8 x PB; 4 x OSB – the complete product
scope!

3D planning as a virtual tour
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Front-end technology: Successful from the very beginning
Complete plants for the wood-based materials industry from the wood-yard to the
packing of the finished boards are Siempelkamp‘s specialty. The perfectly adapted frontend technology for this spectrum is the best start for a successful plant.
Our scope of supply upstream from the press begins with the de-barking process and the
flaking and milling technology. Machines used for dry-cleaning are part of our product
spectrum. They remove contaminants from wood chips that are produced from recycling wood.
Our screening and separating units incorporate outstanding screening and fractioning
technology. These units are equipped with oscillating screens, disc screens, drum screens,
roller screens or wind separators. Our screening and fractioning technology guarantees
Application of resin to fibers, Pavatex, France

the gentle handling of chips, wood particles, flakes, fibers, and strands.

The year 2013
The complete machinery for the front-end was in demand
• We received 14 orders for equipment ranging from the wood-yard to
blending systems for the complete process or for process-determining
machines
• 13 startups of large plants

Glue kitchen AGT, Turkey
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Another front-end component are our conveyor systems which support low-maintenance and incident-free operation. Considering the
plant capacity and customer requirements, our experts design an optimal layout.
Siempelkamp can also provide the right solution for the intermediate storage of chips, wood particles, strands, flakes, and fibers.
Bunker and silo installations are part of the scope of supply, as well as dosing systems which will provide uniform material feed to the
subsequent aggregates. Due to the improved leveling of the filling height and high precision scales designed to deliver a precise
dispensing of flakes and fibers, the newly developed dosing bins improve the precision and efficiency of resin dosing and application.
In 2011 we developed a new resin injection system – the Ecoresinator for fibers. As confirmed by multiple operators of this system, the
Ecoresinator saves up to 20% in resin while maintaining high board quality in regards to mechanical and optical properties.
Together with our subsidiary CMC Texpan, we are currently testing an innovative resin blending system for particles. The special
nozzle technology promises to save up to 10% in resin during particleboard production.
Our complete front-end technology opens up numerous advantages to our customers including: no interface points right from the
beginning, high performance, low production costs and high-quality raw material – the optimal starting position for a high-quality end
product!

24 25

Roller screen Pavatex, France

Dryer and energy plants: The efficient combination
Since 2012 Siempelkamp customers can obtain two Siempelkamp core competencies – industrial energy and dryer plants – from one
source: Büttner Gesellschaft für Trocknungs- und Umwelttechnik mbH and Siempelkamp Energy Systems GmbH have since then been
active on the market together as Büttner Energie- und Trocknungstechnik GmbH.
This close alliance brings two products and processes with high interface potential even closer together. In regards to process tech
nology and plant engineering competence, energy plants and dryers clearly belong together. This is convincing to our customers which
increasingly order their plants for process heat generation and drying as an integrated concept from us.
The advantages for the plant operator: streamlined processes, more efficient and cost-effective expenditures for engineering, transport,
logistics, installation and startup. The process control technology and automation are optimally coordinated with each other – which
results in higher product quality.

The year 2013
Energy plants and dryers from a single source
• 6 orders for energy plants or dryers
• 8 orders for modifications of fiber or particle dryers
• 13 acceptances

Fiber dryer AGT, Turkey

Particle dryer Ivatsevichdrev, Republic of Belarus
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In the area of dryers we supply, depending on the project, drum dryers, flash tube fiber dryers and belt dryers
as well as in-house developed heating and automation systems. An important component in this area are our
combination burners for the flexible heating of our dryers with different types of fuels. These burners are designed
for a maximum firing capacity of up to 100 MW and can be fired with natural gas, oil and dust.
We supply energy plants with a firing capacity ranging from 10 to 100 MW.
An in-house energy plant offers several advantages to the plant operator: The use of waste products from pro
duction processes ensures the high efficiency of plants. Our concepts are custom-designed and exactly tailored to
the requirements of our customers, different climate zones, and any kind of scrap and waste wood.
We develop custom solutions especially for the MDF, particleboard and OSB industry but also provide concepts for
other industries. Our portfolio is complemented by combined heat and power plants.

Büttner Energie- und
Trocknungstechnik GmbH
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Energy plant AGT, Turkey

ContiRoll® presses: continuously good for almost 30 years
The heart of each forming and press line as well as of the Siempelkamp product range is the ContiRoll press®. Since its introduction
almost 30 years ago, plant operators have ordered more than 270 of these presses. This success has made us the world market leader
in the area of continuous wood-based material presses.
We offer three different designs featuring widths of 4‘ to 12‘. The ContiRoll® is well suited for the production of all panel-type
wood-based materials. Each customer can select the optimal press regarding the product, board size and capacity requirements while
maintaining maximum availability.
We have consistently optimized the concept regarding product quality, user-friendliness and resource efficiency. Currently, we are
providing the 8th generation of our continuous ContiRoll® press. To plant operators it opens up optimized pressure distribution due
to newly designed pressure distribution plates and an additional row of cylinders. Differential cylinders, mounted on the outside and
arranged across the width of the press frame result in an optimum density profile in the board edges.

8‘-ContiRoll® Frati, Italy
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Our 4‘ press concept for continuous presses is especially designed to meet the requirements of the Chinese market.
The 4‘ press is the optimal solution for smaller plants, which are typical in China. The concept is especially
interesting if there is a high demand for premium MDF and a limited supply of wood, which is the case in Asia. The
popular Asian board sizes 4‘ x 8‘ and 4‘ x 9‘ can be produced directly. Therefore, the need for costly cut-to-size
lines becomes obsolete. The 4‘ press is well suited as greenfield investment or as a replacement for old
multi-daylight presses.
Furthermore, the 4‘ design incorporates all the features of the larger presses, especially the flexible infeed head
which allows the production of thin MDF (≥ 2.0 mm). Other advantages include unsurpassed high availability, very
good pressure distribution, very low thickness tolerances, quick startups and stable ramp-up curves. In this way,
the press produces high-quality wood-based material boards in a resource-conserving manner.

The year 2013
ContiRoll®, the world‘s top-selling press concept
• 10 new orders: 6 for MDF, 4 for particleboard
• 13 acceptances
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4‘-ContiRoll® Jianfeng, China

Plants for wood-fiber insulation boards
Wood-fiber insulation boards are used to insulate against cold, heat, and impact sound. For the production of wood-fiber insulation board
Siempelkamp has developed a special production method. The concept is based on a continuous dry process for the industrial manufacture of wood-fiber insulation boards with a thickness ranging between 20 (0.8 in) and 300 mm (12 in).
The resin blending system units, which can be used flexibly, are a special highlight of the insulation board plant. After leaving the
dryer, PMDI resin is applied to the fibers. Afterwards the fibers are transported to the forming line. In a modified ContiTherm®, the prepressed fiber mat is heated by a steam-air mixture to a preset dew point and calibrated. The concept is completed with the process
control system ProdIQ®, a central component for the quality assurance of the process chain.
The comprehensive Siempelkamp scope of supply ranges from the engineering to the complete process technology, from the refiner to
the finishing line and includes the stacking and packing line. The steel construction and the complete installation are also part of the
scope of supply.

The year 2013
Acceptance of the most modern plant for wood-fiber insulation boards at Pavatex

Insulation board line, Pavatex, France
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Plants for the production of laminated veneer lumber (LVL)
It was the idea of our customer Pollmeier to press beech veneer into laminated plywood. The strength
values of beechwood are three times as high as those of softwood such as spruce or fir trees.
For two years experts tested the possibilities of a continuous production process for laminated beech
veneer lumber at Siempelkamp‘s testing facility. The result was the fully automatic production of a new
innovative product on a Generation 8 ContiRoll press.
The installation of the plant started in August 2013 with the heavy installation practically being completed

Finished board

at the end of the same year. The machines for veneer peeling and lay-up were made by Raute. Next to the
press, Siempelkamp also supplied the glue kitchen, a high-rack storage system for dry veneer storage and the double
diagonal saw downstream from the press. The ContiRoll press is equipped with pressure distribution plates and
applies higher press forces. Pollmeier will be able to produce laminated veneer lumber panels with a thickness up to
85 mm and a length up to 18 m or bar-shaped beams with a length of up to 18 m.

The year 2013
For the first time - beechwood construction lumber: Installation start for the first
production plant for laminated beech veneer lumber worldwide

60 m ContiRoll® for the production of beech veneer, Pollmeier, Germany
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Short-cycle press concepts: standard line, high-end line, Eco line
Siempelkamp‘s press concepts for the laminating of particleboard, MDF or HDF are
in demand by a growing number of manufacturers. We have tailor-made three
different short-cycle press concepts to meet the special requirements of our
customers. According to the product range and requirements, we offer the
“standard line”, the “KT700” and the “Eco line”.
Concept No. 1, the multi-piston “standard line”, is the optimal solution when
laminating different board sizes. With a total of up to 40 press cylinders and
Standard KT400 line at Ivatsevichdrev, Republic of Belarus

optimal pressure distribution, this concept has more to offer than a conventional
short-cycle press. The standard line is optimally suited for manufacturers wanting
to produce a reliable product according to European standards.
According to the motto “a higher pressure equals a higher profile”, the high-end
model KT700 is uncompromisingly designed for quality. This multi-piston press

KT700 at Egger Rambervillers, France
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applies a high pressing force of 600 N/cm² combined with an additional reserve of up to
100 N/cm². The KT700 allows the production of sophisticated special products, for example, with
deep embossings or metal decors.
The third short-cycle press concept is tailored to the solid production of simple furniture and
flooring panels: the “Eco line”, a performance-strong short-cycle press at a competitive price.
All three Siempelkamp short-cycle press concepts are part of a complete system ranging from the
material handling to the storage and packing system.
3D surfaces

The year 2013
Short-cycle press line - increased added value for the end product
• 3 new orders for complete laminating plants, 1 KT700
• 1 order for a standard short-cycle press
• 4 acceptances

KT700 at Egger St. Johann, Austria
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Finishing lines / Intralogistics / Board finishing equipment: Reliable to the end
Downstream from the press our range of services continues: From trimming and cross-cutting saw units to packing, storage and
intralogistics processes, our customers receive complete finishing lines including storage technology and interfaces to other process
systems, for example laminating lines.
We build finishing lines for all panel-type wood-based materials. These high-performance lines are designed for gentle transports and
high-quality board finishing.
Downstream from the ContiRoll®, diagonal saws are used for cross cutting. Equipped with two, three or four saws, the specially
developed diagonal saw systems guarantee low costs and high cutting accuracy.
The Siempelkamp cooling turner and flexible cooling programs provide for effective board cooling. Our automatic stacking stations
generate exact piece-count jumbo stacks up to a height of 5 meters (16 ft) as well as any order-related smaller stacks. Their efficient
storage is ensured by either our stack storage systems for jumbo stacks, overhead crane storage systems, gantry crane storage
systems, or high-rack storage systems.
Our intralogistics processes are essential for our production lines. Siempelkamp logistics concepts are characterized by their high
reliability, high volumes, low maintenance costs and high transparency in the material flow.

High-rack storage system for veneers

Cut-to-size saw

Double diagonal saw

Jumbo stack formation
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Our sanding lines are high-performing machines: Quick feeding technology,
intelligent surface inspections as well as flexible stacking and sorting systems
provide for quick throughputs.
Two-pass saw or book saw: Our cut-to-size technology provides custom-made
high-performing saw solutions with flexible cutting patterns and little cutting
losses. Our saw systems are developed as inline concepts, integrated into sanding
lines, or as offline angular cut-to-size plants.
Our semi and fully automatic packing lines are individually designed for each

Pavatex wood-fiber insulation board

customer. Integrated into the production plant or as a separate system installation,
they provide the suitable packaging solution for each requirement.

The year 2013
Board handling and finishing – tailor-made!
• 10 new orders for cooling and stacking lines, finishing lines, high rack
storage systems and packing lines
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Cooling and stacking line AGT, Turkey

Plant automation: Safe, integrated, effective
To optimize production processes efficiently, Siempelkamp automation and control technology connects control processes, control
tasks, operation, visualization and system-wide control tasks. This creates an overview for each plant.
We focus on the visual monitoring of the interface between machine and control. In this way, we keep up with measurement and
control technology for ideal productivity and high quality. With simple and user-friendly interfaces as well as high operational safety
and availability, we meet the diverse requirements. Here we offer systems with a high degree of standardization as well as concepts
that are tailored to individual customer demands.
SicoScan plays an important role in the overall concept: Our process-integrated measurement system supports plant operators in
avoiding production fluctuations as well as unnecessary consumption of raw materials and energy. SicoScan measures the moisture
content and weight of the mat as well as the mat thickness and the blow detection at the press outfeed.
The advantage: By storing the collected data in a central database, multiple data handling is avoided. Combined visualization of the
data increases the clarity in the control room and simplifies the operation.

Control room AGT, Turkey
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Our Prod-IQ® system collects and analyzes measurement data. The term “production intelligence” can be taken literally: Connected to
an ERP system, this concept of innovative process control technology covers the areas of production management, quality assurance,
servicing and maintenance. In this way, reliable and needs-based information is available at any time to company management, plant
management, quality assurance personnel, production planners, technologists and plant operators.
Prod-IQ® consists of the modules Prod-IQ.basics, Prod-IQ.business, Prod-IQ.quality and Prod-IQ.maintenance. These modules, developed in close dialogue with users, have become indispensable tools for systematic production increases.
The process modeling and online quality control by means of Prod-IQ.quality result in significant material savings (> 2.5%) and
increased production speeds (3-5%). The reject rate is also reduced by 1%! Key figures such as the number of produced boards, associated board qualities, consumption data, downtimes as well as reject rates and their breakdown according to individual products are
the foundation for comprehensive efficiency assessment.
Our plant automation technology is also used for optimizing the material flow and filling control of particleboard mat-forming machines.
The continuous flow measurement controls the filling volume via the filling weight and therefore also via the material density. Thus, the
filling process takes place uniformly; weight fluctuations and therefore the mat quality are improved.

The year 2013
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Siempelkamp control technology reduces production costs
• All Siempelkamp plants are equipped with innovative process control technology

SicoScan – thickness measurement, blow detection

SicoScan after pre-press, thickness measurement

Metal forming
Positioning in the market
As a supplier of large presses Siempelkamp has an excellent reputation in the metal
forming industry: We supply the broadest range of forming presses for applications in
the aerospace, railway and automobile industries as well as for the energy industry.
Here, our technical expertise in the areas of press and plant construction as well as
process engineering is in demand by customers worldwide.
We are the only manufacturer in the world which develops and designs forming
presses, casts and finish-machines the basic component parts in its own foundry and
production facility, installs the press at the building site and starts it up. Our product
spectrum also includes presses for cold and hot forming.
Siempelkamp customers value our knowledge in process technology and our competence as a systems supplier. The mechanical engineering and production, the design
and construction of the entire oil-hydraulic and electronic controls of plants are essential parts of our portfolio. Also included are the supporting equipment for the
manipulating, lifting, lowering, and traversing of the work pieces. In this way, we
guarantee the perfect interaction of all components.
Outlook
We will continue to place our products and services in the area of metal forming in
the aerospace industry. The first ring-rolling mill designed and built by Siempelkamp
passed its acceptance test in 2013. This startup was met with positive feedback from
customers which traveled to Krefeld for this event. We hope to receive future demand
for this product.
Another important future market has opened up for us in the area of energy technology.
We expect an increasing demand for reactor components, containers, pipelines and
shafts from the major growth markets Brazil, USA and China.

45,000 t closed-die forging press for Alcoa, USA
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Press lines for the forging and metal forming industries: Full service concept
Forging presses have to meet special individual requirements and ensure efficient production. As a specialist with
over 80 years of experience in this area, Siempelkamp has the necessary technical knowledge in press engineering
and process technology.
With press forces ranging from 15 to 500 MN, Siempelkamp‘s closed-die forging presses represent the optimal
solution for many different application areas. Our product range includes presses for the manufacturing of airplane
parts and tools as well as rims for trucks – all produced with near-net-shape technology. The optimal understanding
of the requirements put on the process and our wealth of experience guarantee a highly efficient product. Here, the
full service concept takes center stage.
We tailor our equipment to meet individual customer requirements. This attitude strengthens and ensures the
competiveness of the plant operator.
Our open-die forging presses play an important role among solid forming presses. Siempelkamp supplies opendie forging presses with different designs – as push down and pull-down presses, as two or four column presses and

The year 2013
Closed-die forging press the second
In January 2013 the Chinese aluminum processing company Nanshan
ordered another 125 MN press from us. This press will be installed
in Longkou City. Just as the 500 MN predecessor, the new closed-die
forging press will be the heart of a new forging mill which is an
investment for Nanshan in the production of forged parts made of
aluminum and titanium alloys. Within the scope of both presses,
spheroidal graphite cast iron is used for the first time on the Chinese
market. The heavy parts for the press are made of spheroidal graphite
cast iron and are cast at Siempelkamp Foundry and afterwards
machined at Siempelkamp Maschinenfabrik. The decisive factor for
the new order was our convincing concept to supply the entire press
from a single source and to achieve an extremely high degree of
vertical integration.

Model of the 125 MN press for Nanshan, China
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driven by either oil or water hydraulics. Our presses ranging from 10 to 160 MN are reliable, quick and precise. From
forgeable materials such as steel, high-alloyed steel, nickel-based alloys, titanium and aluminum, these presses
produce bars, discs, rings and flanges. A high stroke frequency assures the efficiency of these machines.
With our turn-key plants including integrated manipulators, the turntable, the tool magazine and the tool changing
system, we offer our customers complete packages. On top of this we add our knowledge in the area of process
technology not only in terms of the forging technology on the press but also the rest of the plant, including the
design of the oven capacities, production hall planning and the complete plant planning.
Our isothermal forging presses produce ambitious and highly-stressed components for high-tech products. We
supply customers with first-class solutions including control systems for the fine-tuning of press speeds. Vacuum,
handling and tool heating systems complete our package. Our presses are designed for high-precision applications
in such industries as the aerospace and medical industries. The challenge here is to manage press speeds of
0.1 MN/s in a controlled manner. This is guaranteed by our engineering of the electrical and hydraulic control
systems.
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Only Siempelkamp offers

Press design

Casting of heavy parts in the Siempelkamp Foundry

Removing of the heavy part from the casting pit

Machining on large-scale machines at Siempelkamp

Transport

Installation

Our product range also includes upsetting, piercing and drawing presses. Whether as an individual press or as a combination
press which can be integrated into the fully-automated press system, these presses are ideal for products with small wall thickness
tolerances which are produced in large quantities such as preformed piercings, gas containers and other cylindrical hollow bodies.
With our clutch-controlled screw presses our customers are manufacturing bicycle blanks, rings, flanges, axle arms and housings,
hand tools made of steel, aluminum as well as titanium which are used in the medical industry. These mechanical closed-die forging
presses of the current NPS series operate with press forces ranging from 4/5 MN to 25/40 MN.
Siempelkamp ring-rolling mills have also become established in the market: With maximum radial pressing force of 10,000 kN and
maximal axial pressing force of 8,000 kN, these mills forge rings made of steel, titanium or nickel-based materials. Our customers
profit from maximum ring dimensions with an external diameter of up to 6,000 mm and a height of 2,000 mm.
As a long-term experienced manufacturer of compacting presses, Siempelkamp has obtained a special market position. The presses
for the compacting of titanium sponge have a press force of 90 MN and are subject to strict testing criteria since the use of their final
products in the aerospace industry requires high quality.

The year 2013
For the first time
In fall of 2013 we celebrated a milestone for a type of project we carried out for the first time: The first Siempelkamp
ring-rolling mill completed its acceptance test in the Krefeld production halls. Our Russian customer JSC Metallurgical Plant
Electrostal will manufacture rings made of steel and special materials such as nickel-based, titanium and aluminum alloys
with this mill. The mill is designed to manufacture rings with a maximum diameter of 4,000 mm and a maximum ring height
of 600 mm. These rings are primarily used as mechanically and thermally stressed components in the aerospace industry.

Rolling of a ring
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Plate forming presses: Tailored to each individual application
Whether for the aircraft, railway and transport or energy industries, the application areas of our plate forming presses are diverse.
Accordingly, we tailor these presses to meet the individual needs of our customers. Our market advantage: many years of experience
in process technology, process flows and custom-made solutions.
Our product range includes hydraulic special-purpose presses which produce, among other products, side member chassis beams,
axle bridges and cabin parts with a press force of up to 50 MN. Siempelkamp side member presses can be designed as a singlepurpose press for the production of side members, multi-purpose press for the manufacture of side members, cross members, bumpers and
cabin parts or as a universal member press. For example, our side member presses are used for the blanking and deep-drawing of frame
chassis beams for semi-trucks and pick-up trucks. Our presses incorporate the complete material handling system and increase our
customers‘ production outputs through the long lifetime of their tools.
Our scope of supply also consists of dishing presses which are used for the dishing of sheet-metal plates as well as drawing presses which
can apply press forces of up to 100 MN. Drawing presses are used for the manufacture of container heads by cold and hot forming. Next to the
manufacturing of dished ends and spherical segments, these products can also be produced by Siempelkamp plate forming presses.
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The year 2013
Side member press during assembly
Our Indian customer MS Global ordered a 50 MN side member press. The company specializes in the production
of longitudinal chassis beams for trucks and equips Daimler with pre-fabricated body parts.

Side member press

Siempelkamp‘s heavy plate punching presses allow the forming of plates with a thickness
range between 2.5 and 12 mm. They are excellently suited for the production of high-quality
chassis, auto body parts and add-on parts for commercial vehicles such as cross members,
gusset plates and reinforcements. Combined with our flexible and high-performing material
handling systems, these presses offer the perfect solution for the manufacture of high-quality
automobile parts.
With forces of up to 6,500 t, our plate straightening presses straighten heavy plates, slaps,
and bars. Siempelkamp pipe-forming presses bend large pipes with longitudinal weld seams
for pipeline construction. With the simulation of the entire forming process including crimping,
U-forming and O-forming, we support our customers in their investment decision. Together with
O-forming press for pipeline pipes –
Tenaris, Brazil

the customer we develop the tools and, due to our many years of experience in the process, we
can provide assistance in the areas of semi-solid materials and thick-walled pipes. We provide the

U-forming press for pipeline pipes – Tenaris, Brazil
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optimal solution for all production steps with a customized production line consisting of
crimping, U-forming and O-forming presses.

Upgrades for existing plants
Our service offer is complemented by retrofits and modernizations of existing older systems. We modernize and
repair older presses regardless of the make. This safeguards our customers‘ investments for decades.
When it comes to replacing press components that are over 50 years old and updating the press to the latest
technology, Siempelkamp‘s expert knowledge is in high demand. By means of our skills to analyze designs from
earlier decades, to carry out calculations according to the finite-element-method and to optimize the design to the
latest technology, we turn old systems into completely new press concepts. Siempelkamp‘s Prod-IQ® Metal
Forming is another advantage we offer our customers. This software ensures the optimal operation of the press
and, in this way, reduces production costs.

The year 2013
Upgrades – preserving the value
• 4 orders for press upgrades
> Alcoa: 150 MN closed-die forging press
> Elektrostal: 40 MN open-die forging press
> Stupino: 100 MN closed-die forging press
> Stupino: 46 MN open-die forging press

Both upgraded presses – Stupino, Russia
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Plants for the production
of composites

Positioning in the market
Fiber-reinforced composites – from RTM/SMC processes or as Organosheets –
combine light weight and high fatigue strength during dynamic loads. That is why
they are essential for many high-end industries.
With our high-precision presses we became successfully established on the rising
market of composites for light-weight construction. We provide presses for the most
important production processes and, in cooperation with our subsidiaries Strothmann
and Wolfangel, we also supply handling as well as injection systems. Thus, we are
able to supply complete turn-key production units.
Outlook
The trend towards light-weight construction continues. We can expect increased
efforts mainly from the automobile industry in order to reduce the fleet fuel
consumption significantly and to make electric mobility possible. Light-weight
construction is the most future-oriented method. We are new to this market and
therefore, are at the beginning of a promising development.
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We provide machines and procedures for the most important processes: The RTM-process (Resin Transfer Molding)
and the SMC-process (Sheet Molding Compound) are trend-setting. Both processes are most often used for the
production of fiber-reinforced plastics. We provide the high precision press technology for these processes. Siempelkamp also develops and makes presses for the re-shaping of Organosheets.
With our expertise in the area of highly precise presses for wood, metal and rubber processing, we are predestined
to become established in the market for fiber-reinforced plastics. An important link between market and product
development is our research and development center at Siempelkamp‘s headquarters in Krefeld. Here, our specialists build and test machines that are intended to open up new market segments. This work is often carried out on
behalf of our customers that want to implement visionary concepts together with us. Increasingly more often,
these customer-specific projects are gaining a higher importance because we are meeting with positive response
as a competent partner.

The year 2013
Presses for composite production – a future-oriented market
• Order for a 2500 t SMC precision press
• Installation of SMC/RTM press for C.F. Meier
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SMC/RTM precision press for C.F. Meier, Germany

Anlagen für
Plants
for
the
rubber
die Gummiindustrie
industry

Positioning in the market
Siempelkamp presses and plants for the rubber industry have been established in the
market for many decades. More than ever, our products for this industry sector
convince with their long life cycles, speed, high availability, efficiency and innovative
strength – as proven by our new direct tensioning drives in the creel. A large part of all
conveyor belts used worldwide is produced on Siempelkamp equipment. This means we
are contributing the corresponding machinery to the mining megatrend.
Our product range includes: conveyor belt vulcanizing presses which are used for the
production of conveyor belts, flooring material, as well as rubber sheets and mats with
smooth surfaces. Siempelkamp‘s continuous press system guarantees the most uniform
and complete power transmission and heat transfer of a hydraulic-mechanical press
onto the product.
Also part of our product range: multi-daylight presses for mats, sheets and flooring
material as well as double C-frame multi-daylight presses for tire treads. To conserve
the value and resources we also offer complete repair presses for conveyor belts.
Outlook
Siempelkamp presses for the rubber industry will remain on the course to success.
This development is supported by the ongoing trend toward In-Pit Crushing and
Conveying. In this area we expect orders from other companies for the best available
concept for continuous conveying technology on the market – made by Siempelkamp.
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Siempelkamp conveyor belt presses for steel cord conveyor belts and textile conveyor belts
work according to the proven multi-piston concept and provide optimal pressure distribution.
For our steel cord conveyor belt press lines we have introduced an individually controlled steel
cord tension distribution system and shorter product changeover cycles. This prototype
system, the first one of its kind, opens up increased production safety and plant availability for
our customers.
The electromotive individually controlled tensioning system located directly in the creel,

Belt transfer point at RWE

including measuring and control functions, allows 100% control over the overall steel cord
tension distribution. In this way, everything stays in view and under control for our customers:
increased quality, exact quality reporting and all options to further optimize production.
Furthermore, the new concept includes a roller comb which replaces the fixed finger comb
used in previous concepts. This, on the one hand, reduces the abrasive wear of the galvanized
steel cables. On the other hand, compared to the traditional system, the roller comb reduces

Conveyor belt press

deviations in the tension distribution.
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The year 2013
Steel cord conveyor belt press lines from the world market leader
• New order for a steel cord conveyor belt press line for Sempertrans
• Installation and startup of another line

Automatic creel

Service

Siempelkamp service includes many components such as modernizations and retrofits,
spare parts service, consulting and engineering services, teleservice, training, financing
and used machinery. This overall concept opens up convincing advantages to our
customers, for example, higher capacity, reduced downtime, long-term competitiveness.
Our service competence is based on three supporting legs:
1. a team of specialists in Krefeld responsible for the technical consulting and retrofits,
2. the service company Siempelkamp Logistics & Service in Bad Kreuznach which
opens up many advantages for the standard spare-parts business and
3. our service subsidiaries in increasingly more countries according to the motto
“We will go where our customers need us!”
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Reliable, efficient and quick at the installed base
Plant operators benefit best from a service that is carried out within the shortest times
possible and that guarantees a restart with maximum plant capacity. With innovative
technology, quick installations and low costs, our services are tailored to do just that.
In the market we score with our diverse range of knowledge: Our service teams not
only service Siempelkamp equipment but also the plants made by Küsters and Bison.
Thus, we take care of the largest installed base of machinery and plants in the world
for the wood-based materials industry

New S7 control

Our service team is optimally equipped and responds quickly whenever electrical and
mechanical modernizations are necessary to increase the plant efficiency or spare parts
are needed. The advantages for the customer include optimizing the product quality,
increasing the plant capacity and achieving more economical production by using less
wood, energy or resin.

The year 2013
Electrical upgrades:
• 11 new orders and 4 acceptances

Mechanical upgrades:
• 19 new orders and 7 acceptances

Modification of a ContiRoll®
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Second-hand plants
Our scope of supply consists of way more than new plant concepts, modernizations and retrofits. The acquisition, sale and placement, the disassembly and all
services leading to the re-commissioning of second-hand plants for the woodbased panel industry are also part of our scope of supply since 2011. In this area
we take a position in which our industry expertise is an advantage to both, the
ContiRoll® discharge drums with friction lining

seller and the new plant owner.
This competence has established itself. Once a plant is shut down, the customer
contacts us to benefit from our worldwide marketing expertise. Customers that
purchased a second-hand plant from us know they can trust in our experience
with the corresponding equipment.

Inspection of the modification work by a Siempelkamp employee

Installation of pressure distribution plates
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Our support starts with the plant expertise and recommendations for adaptations of the equipment to its new
location. If needed, it includes new machines from our portfolio for front-end machinery, forming and press lines and
handling systems and ends with their professional installation and startup. This not only goes for Siempelkamp-made
equipment but also for the installed base of Bison-, Metso- and Küsters plants.
The advantage for our customers regarding Siempelkamp‘s overall concept: Customers
• receive new plants with all features for uncompromising quality and superior economics
• let us modernize their existing plants and thus open up an extended market competence
• purchase used plants with Siempelkamp‘s functional guarantee
• sell used plants to us to make room for new investments
• let us handle the placement of used plants via our communication channels

The year 2013
Second-hand plants – the „new old ones“
Delivery of a second-hand MDF line to Mehtap
The scope of supply included the used plant, the modernization of the process control for the forming and press line, the
reconditioning of the hot platens and a spare parts package. The field-proven MDF line will be used inside a new plant in
Kayseri, a center of the Turkish furniture industry.

Forming and press line during installation
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Handling & Automation

Positioning in the market
Effective solutions for automation technology and systems integration are the core
competence areas of Strothmann Machines & Handling GmbH. The products of this
Siempelkamp subsidiary in the areas of press automation, production logistics,
RoundTrack® floor rail system technology and industrial automation are established
worldwide in numerous industries.
Automobile, aircraft and wood-based material industries as well as machine tool
engineering: We are concentrating on automation and handling solutions which are
as complex as necessary and as simple as possible. This streamlines the production
processes and increases the productivity and quality. All of Strothmann‘s technologies
are tailor-made according to customer requirements.
Outlook
In order to operate plants efficiently, press automation will continue to play an
important role in the future of the motor vehicle industry. This applies to both, new
investments as well second-hand plants. The focus here is on improved handling.
Even for medium-sized companies there is still potential to introduce modern pro
duction methods with flow production. Therefore, the demand for the RoundTrack®
should remain unbroken.
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Handling and automation: Innovation in motion
In the area of press automation the Siempelkamp subsidiary plans and integrates complete solutions
including the blank loading system as well as the blank washing and lubrication systems. Strothmann
blank loaders are a boost for any press line, for example, tandem press lines as well as transfer press
lines. The press to press transfer systems with linear robots and transfer cars as well as the fullyautomatic finished part racking are also part of Strothmann‘s scope of supply.
Many production processes have become hard to imagine without Strothmann‘s FEEDERplus concept.
It combines the advantages of linear and articulated arm robots. The system carries out linear,
simultaneous movements. Due to rotating axes, the system can also orient the parts in different
directions.

Machines & Handling

Machines & Handling
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Assembly of a Compact Transfer Linear Robot made by Strothmann

High Speed Transfer for China

Press to press transfer system

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Handling & Automation

The need for car body components with a favorable strength-to-weight ratio is still rising. From the beginning on,
Strothmann has dedicated itself to this need with innovative automation solutions. In the last 15 years we have
supplied over 60 press automation systems for press hardening processes. In this way, our company has developed
into a partner for this manufacturing technology.
Our production logistics and RoundTrack® technology provide new productive transport solutions for continuous
flow or pulse assembly and intralogistics for machine engineering. Due to minimal rolling resistance, the patented
RoundTrack® can move extremely heavy loads with high accuracy. This technology has become indispensable for the
aircraft industry, in pipe manufacturing and for the energy sector, to only name a few.
The economic and technical benefits have turned this floor rail system technology into a successful alternative to
traditional transport systems, especially in the heavy-duty sector.

The year 2013
Press automation and flow production – quicker and more efficient.
Press automation:
• 12 new orders, 3 acceptances

RoundTrack®:
• 35 new orders, 30 installations and startups

Flow production with RoundTrack®
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ATR: Switchgear cabinets
and industrial electronics

Positioning in the market
As a competent contract manufacturer for switchgear cabinets, ATR is experiencing
increased popularity within the Siempelkamp Group as well as among external business
customers. ATR’s products and services are, for example, in demand by customers from
the wood-based materials industry, the metal industry as well as regular customers of
the Siempelkamp Group. As a contract manufacturer ATR supplies the air conditioning
and cooling technology industry, the paper industry, the automotive sector, the materials
handling industry, the energy supply sector, the plastics industry as well as providers of
new energy concepts such as the wind power and photovoltaic industries.
ATR also expanded its second core competency, the area of industrial electronics and
electronics development. The focus is on the customer-specific development of electronic component groups. Customers can draw from ATR’s many years of experience
especially regarding products for measuring and control technology, for analogue and
digital signal processing and interface technology. On a THT solder unit as well as on a
SMD placement machine, ATR implements, next to prototypes, the series production of
the developed systems.
Outlook
For 2014 ATR is working on establishing business outside of Germany, for example
in The Netherlands and Austria. Next to acquiring new customers, the company will
focus on the sustainability of the manufacturing concept. ATR will work on making
the processes and production flows even more efficient and productive. This, in turn,
will result in the expansion of the capacities in order to satisfy the demand of the
customers from an increasing number of different industries.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Switchgear construction

Switchgear cabinets and industrial electronics: networking with foresight
Switchgear cabinets by the Siempelkamp subsidiary ATR are the “central nervous system” of a plant.
They protect electric circuits, control drives, connect machines to the Internet and are the joint connection
of all information regarding the current system and processing status. ATR’s expertise is applied in almost
all branches of industry. The company is one of the largest switchgear cabinet providers in Germany.
The advantages for the customer: In terms of reliability and safety the switchgear cabinets meet the

Automatic drilling machines for the
mounting plates

highest standards. They ensure the best availability and product quality. ATR can carry out required
certifications on its own. The company produces in accordance with all common standards, for example,
DIN, EN, ISO, NEC and CSA. It is also authorized to perform UL and cUL approvals.
ATR´s expertise in the areas of development and production of measurement and control technology is
the second core competency which ATR has offered for 40 years. The portfolio consists of standard

ATR Industrie-Elektronik GmbH

components (e.g., buffer and measurement amplifiers) as well as customer-specific solutions (e.g.,
derivatives of standard devices and special developments).

The year 2013
We are where all connections meets
• We doubled the number of new orders for switchgears in the area of job order production
• We gained new customers for electronic assemblies via our web shop

Switchgear cabinet construction is manual work
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Ventapp:
industrial-grade fan and
apparatus engineering

As from 2012 the Ventapp GmbH and Ventapp Service GmbH in Kempen, Germany,
belong to Siempelkamp Maschinen- und Anlagenbau GmbH & Co. KG. With their core
competencies in the areas of industrial fan and apparatus engineering, both companies
have been supporting the companies of the Siempelkamp Group for many years.
Ventapp products and solutions such as steelwork and welding constructions, piping,
machine covers or radial fans are primarily used in Siempelkamp plants.
Job order production and assemblies in the area of sheet metal and steel structures, the
takeover of constructive processing, the transformation of steel profile construction to
sheet metal construction, repair welding work as well as many other services are also
part of the Ventapp Service GmbH portfolio.
Ventapp, a medium-sized, ISO 9001 certified business, advises its customers in all
matters related to the design and project implementation as early as during the
planning phase. In this way, customers from many different industries can fall back on
innovative and cost-efficient solutions.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

industrial-grade fan
and Apparatus engineering

Among other areas, Siempelkamp utilizes fans made by Ventapp in the areas of wood processing as well
as dryer and energy systems. The outstanding features of Ventapp industrial fans include their robust
design and their especially smooth running abilities. High functional reliability, minimal operating costs
as well as short delivery times are also convincing factors within the Siempelkamp Group as well as for
external customers.
The company’s supply profile includes pressures of over 20,000 Pa, temperatures up to 800 °C, impeller

Apparatus engineering

diameters up to 2,800 mm, circumferential speeds up to 200 m/s as well as different materials and
material combinations, ATEX-compliant designs, and gas-tight and pressure-proof designs up to 10 bar.
In the area of apparatus engineering Ventapp covers the complete spectrum of metal processing: from
sheet metal to steel constructions, welded constructions, pipelines, sound absorbing systems, heat
recovery systems to machine housings. The services provided range from planning including static
calculations, to the design drawings, to the production of the building works, to the installation at the
construction site.

The year 2013
Tailwind for Ventapp
• We delivered almost all fans used by the Siempelkamp Group
• Apparatus engineering becomes important supplier for wood-based
material production plants
• 44% of all orders are independently acquired in the market

Fans – final assembly
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Siempelkamp
Maschinenfabrik GmbH

Since January 2012 the Siempelkamp production competence is bundled at the Krefeld
location in a separate company, Siempelkamp Machine Factory. This company handles
projects within the Siempelkamp Group comprehensively. It serves as exclusive supplier
to Siempelkamp‘s Machinery and Plants business unit and is a close partner to the
Foundry. Furthermore, Siempelkamp Maschinenfabrik GmbH carries out job order
production on behalf of external customers with short delivery times and with high
quality as a competent partner.
These services are primarily offered within the scope of projects within the Siempelkamp
Group but also for external job order production. The company covers a broad spectrum
of services: The value-added chain ranges from purchasing the material to flame cutting,
welding, and straightening, mechanical machining, deep hole drilling, hydraulic assembly,
pipe construction, and painting to the final assembly of large presses including the wiring
and startup. In the overall concept of the Siempelkamp Group, Siempelkamp Maschinen
fabrik GmbH at the Krefeld location plays an important role. Modern machinery and
well educated and motivated personnel are the essential foundations for it.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Machine factory

Precise to the detail, professional in the overall concept
Siempelkamp Maschinenfabrik GmbH holds a special position in the market in the
area of large-scale metal cutting. Our machinery is especially tailored to large parts
and their precise machining. We can handle large workpieces with weights of up to
450 t (496 US tons) and machine them with precision of up to 0.03 mm/m. This
unique feature is becoming increasingly more attractive to customers.
Our machining competence opens up numerous advantages to customers worldwide: The service chain is closed; the process “first the casting, then the machining” is

Machining of large part on vertical lathe

a logical sequence. Due to the proximity to our Foundry, we save many clients the
transport costs for their oftentimes very large workpieces.

Maschinenfabrik

The year 2013
Modern large-scale machinery and motivated employees
• Our employees react with high flexibility to the capacity utilization of the machine factory
• Our internal processes were further optimized
• The ring-rolling mill was manufactured, assembled and started up at the factory in Krefeld

Machining of 290 t press segment
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3rd world record casting in 2013: 320 t liquid iron form a lower press beam of the 125 MN closed-die forging press for the Nahshan Group
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Siempelkamp

Foundry Technology

Siempelkamp Giesserei:
Record holder in several
disciplines

Siempelkamp Giesserei is the world‘s leading manufacturer of hand-molded cast iron
castings with nodular graphite. In its early years, the company initially concentrated on
products for machinery and plant engineering. Our core competencies still include com
ponents for large Siempelkamp presses today.
In the meantime, we have established ourselves in many other markets; increasing numbers
of customers from other industries send enquiries about our castings. We produce, for
example, structural parts for large onshore and offshore wind power plants, turbine
housings, large cast components for the construction of metal forming presses, parts for
machine tools, mill heads and grinding tables for the extraction of raw materials, casks and
cask bodies for the nuclear industry, engine blocks for marine diesel engines or components
for plastic injection molding machines.
This demand is based on a clear strategy: all of the parties involved work on a networked
basis and incorporate their know-how into the overall product – whether construction
designers or engineers, quality managers or calculations officers, patternmakers, molders
or casters. Every new product is created upon a precise analysis of the material used and its
properties.
For our customers this means: we develop the best solution for all requirements, no matter
how specific, in accordance with the highest possible technical standard!

Siempelkamp Foundry Technology

Foundry

Foundry technology
The foundry technology business unit is made up of the companies Siempelkamp Giesserei GmbH
and Siempelkamp Giesserei Service GmbH. In 2013 we continued to implement the strategy of
providing a broad product mix to our customers. As a worldwide leading manufacturer of large and
heavy castings made of nodular graphite cast iron, we once again made a name for ourselves on
the market. With approx. 66,000 t of molten iron, the production of molten iron in 2013 was
approx. 5,000 t higher than in the previous year.

Market development
The foundry technology business unit experienced a subdued development of the order situation in
2013. Exceptions included the areas of vertical mill construction with cast components for coal and
cement mills and energy conversion with engine blocks and nuclear containers. These areas recorded
a pleasant order situation in 2013. Another positive news was the commissioning of large cast
components for the large press construction of the sister company.
As a result of political general conditions, we experienced steep declines regarding orders from the
offshore wind energy sector.

Positioning in the market
Successful process improvements and the implementation of innovative concepts reflected in 2013
the restructuring measures of the last few years in the area of foundry technology. Compared to last
year we experienced an efficiency increase of 5% – despite an unchanged workforce. The foundry
market, however, continued to be affected by overcapacities in 2013 which resulted in a massive fall
in prices while raw material costs continued to rise. No relaxation of the market situation is foreseeable for 2014. In 2014 we will continue to concentrate on process improvements in order to ensure
our competitiveness.
Due to the international orientation of the nuclear technology business unit, the order situation for
containers to transport and store radioactive materials is ensured in the long term. The demand for
onshore wind energy components will continue to ensure good capacity utilization.

Outlook
Due to our order backlog and the number of new orders expected, we foresee capacity utilization in
2014 to remain on the same level as in 2013 – this, however, at a further increase in cost pressure.
Numerous interesting projects which started in 2013 will contribute positively to the order situation
in 2014.

Cast components in the fettling shop: mill head segment, engine blocks and trunnions
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Recipe for success: “Shared Engineering”
Our product development is the result of the good
interplay of everyone involved. The more experience
flows into a project, the better the product is. This
confirms our certification as a manufacturer of
hand-molded castings made of cast iron with nodular
graphite, according to DIN EN ISO 9001 and DIN EN
ISO 14001.
After the start – the engineering – follows the
development of the 3-D models for presentation to
the customer. Our finite element methods department calculates the models and simulates static and
dynamic stresses. Subsequently, our engineers check
the model in the prototype simulation. As a result
of this, the strengths, load requirements and
dimensions of the component parts begin to take
shape. On the basis of our calculations, wooden
models are constructed which are used by the
molding shop of the foundry after comprehensive
testing. This is followed by diemaking. During this
early process stage, the foundation is laid for the
quality of the casting.

Solidification simulation

Ductile cast iron: our specialty
As one of the world’s biggest hand-molding foundries
we have specialized in the casting of large structural
components made of cast iron with nodular graphite
(ductile cast iron). Thanks to our metallurgical
expertise we also generate optimum conditions for
the crystallization process even in thick-walled
components. Globally, there are only a few foundries
that can achieve this! Our castings with nodular
graphite have already achieved several records. The
characteristics of these products: high degree of
tensile strength, stable yield stress, good elongation
after fracture and deformability, optimum damping
features and good fatigue strength.
Since we have special expertise in the composition
of the molten mass (metallurgy), we have a high
demand for component parts with unit weights of
over 150 t. The area of castings with wall thicknesses
above 200 mm requires special knowledge because
of the typically slow cooling process. Once the
product has solidiﬁed and has been removed from
the melt, our expertise continues in the fettling
shop. Sand adhesions and ﬂashes are removed and
inspectors perform non-destructive testing to
determine if there are any defects within the
product. Welding – whether production or repair
welding – is also part of the manufacturing process
for a cast component. At the request of our customers, this is followed by a metal-cutting finishing
processing. Finally, the castings are shipped to sites
all over the world.

Casting

Molding shop

Fettling shop

Siempelkamp Foundry Technology

Foundry

Siempelkamp makes foundry history:
completely new dimensions in the industry
with 320-ton casting
Three times in the year under review, Siempelkamp
Giesserei surpassed its own world record – with the
last being a spectacular 320-ton casting. With the
highest possible levels of concentration, the foundry
slowly moved towards this outstanding result. After
a 296-ton casting on July 12, 2013, the next world
record casting followed one week later with 301 t
of molten iron. On September 11, 2013 Siempelkamp exceeded these two records: 320 t of molten
iron with a casting temperature of 1,350 °C,
distributed over five ladles! The casting of the
molten iron took only approximately 140 seconds
with a preparation time of 24 hours – a logistical
tour de force of the foundry. Decades of experience
with world records and an extremely professional
and strong production team enabled this climb into
the realm of new casting dimensions.
The production of a 320-ton lower beam, part of
a 12,500-ton closed-die forging press for the
plant operator Nanshan in China, is the basis for
Siempelkamp‘s unique selling point as the “largest
hand-molding foundry in the world”. This customer
ordered a 12,500-ton and a 50,000-ton closed-die
forging press. All 22 cast components are designed
by Siempelkamp themselves, produced in their own
foundry and further processed at their machine
factory. 13 of the giant castings have molten iron
weights of 250 t to 320 t. With these two orders,
Siempelkamp once again demonstrates its successful
collaboration within the corporate group:
From the designer, through the caster, to the cutting
machine operator: at Siempelkamp, all of the parties
involved work hand-in-hand across the various
business units. For example, in the production of the
individual components for the Chinese customer, a
major role was played not only by the expertise of
the individual specialist departments and business
units, but above all the synergistic effects within the
group.

The molder waiting for the “go” to cast 320 t of liquid iron
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The 320 t heavy weight after extracting from the molding pit

Lower table of the 12,500 t closed-die forging press ready fettled

301 t lower beam on its way to machining

From energy conversion to press construction: Siempelkamp
Giesserei is involved!
The production process for castings made of ductile cast iron is multifaceted. Not
less varied are the fields of application and industries in which Siempelkamp
Giesserei positions itself globally. It is predominantly companies from the field of
energy conversion that send enquiries about our services. In this area we closely
Deburring of an engine block

cooperate with our sister company Siempelkamp Nukleartechnik GmbH (SNT).
On behalf of SNT we cast transportation and storage containers for radioactive
waste made of ductile cast iron with nodular graphite. An example of this is the
thick-walled cask body made of ductile cast iron for CASTOR®, a product of the
firm Gesellschaft für Nuklear-Service mbH. This is used as a transportation and intermediate storage container for spent fuel elements and highly radioactive waste.

Deslagging

The year 2013
Cask and container production for the nuclear industry at a high level
• International market entries of the customer ensure positive business developments

Transport of a cask body to the fettling shop

Siempelkamp Foundry Technology

Foundry

With this product, the focus is on the high demands required of the material and structural composition. During
production at Siempelkamp Giesserei we guarantee precise process control. This guarantees that this sophisticated
high-tech casting, which is subject to a large number of tests, can be manufactured in a reproducible manner. The
different types of CASTOR® casks have raw casting weights ranging from 80,000 kg to 150,000 kg with a wall thickness of up to 600 mm.
Furthermore, we cast other disposal containers for the transport and storage of low to high-level radioactive waste,
being used both nationally and internationally. The raw casting weight of the MOSAIK® disposal container can be
as much as 6,000 kg. The maximum raw casting weight of its cubic “brother”, the cast iron container, is around
21,000 kg.
Siempelkamp Giesserei also manufactures crankcases for large engines. Our core competencies include the
production of sophisticated castings, e.g. thin-walled and core-intensive engines. The engines which are cast range
from 6 to 20 cylinders with a weight from 3,000 kg to 84,000 kg. They are used in energy conversion in decentralized
power plants, as well as marine engines.

The year 2013
Crankcases for large engines in strong demand
• Application in cruise ships or as decentralized services in power plants
• Renaissance of in-line engines with positive effect on incoming orders

Casting from three ladles
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Siempelkamp Foundry Technology

Foundry

Our portfolio also includes compressor housings for gas and steam turbines. Axial compressors
can attain volumetric ﬂow rates between 70,000 m³/h and 1,400,000 m³/h and deliver an
outlet pressure of 20 bar max. For these compressors we cast the vertically split housings made
of EN-GJS-400-18U. The weights of the raw castings can reach up to 62,000 kg per half-housing
depending on the compressor type.
We also produce wind turbine components, such as rotor hubs, machine carriers, hub adapters,
axis trunnions or bottom decks. The stresses placed on these products are increasing, partly due
to the production of larger and larger rotor blades and the offshore fields of application. In a
dialog with our customers we develop the ideal geometries and materials to stand up to these
stresses.

Onshore cast component rotor hub –
machined and coated

The year 2013
Wind turbine components still an important production area
• Constant series production, including mechanical processing, for the onshore sector

Reactivated business relations improve the order situation for compressor housings
• Compressor housings for gas and steam turbines
• New production methods result in improved appearance of the components and surface qualities

Compressor housing for a turbo compressor
Machine support
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Coal or cement mill operators use our products, which we develop for the mill
construction industry. Vertical mills are used for cement and coal grinding. We
supply the grinding tables, exhibiting a raw casting weight from approximately
8,000 kg to 200,000 kg at a diameter of up to 7 m.
We also provide components for horizontal mills. This type of mill is used for
oarse grinding of a number of different ores, including gold, copper and iron ore.
Gear rim half: a drive component for horizontally operating
ore mills

Depending on the intended application, the mills have an external diameter of up
to 14 m. For smaller mills, up to around 6 m in diameter, we manufacture the end
faces (mill heads) as one piece. Larger mill heads are manufactured from several
cast segments.

Mill head half ready for shipment

Precision machining of a mill head

Siempelkamp Foundry Technology

Foundry

In the area of general machine engineering Siempelkamp Giesserei castings are
used as gearbox housings, machine beds or roll housings. For rolling mill con
struction we cast the roll housings and frames, as well as the smaller chocks of cast
iron with nodular graphite. The roll housings have a raw casting weight of up to
160,000 kg; the smaller chocks can weigh up to around 15,000 kg. Rolling mills
where, for example, flat aluminum products are manufactured, require stands, roll
housings and back-up roll chocks. Here our spectrum ranges from 6 to 15 t for
chocks and up to 160 t in the case of roll housings.

The year 2013
Mill construction industry: castings for raw material extraction experience
good capacity utilization
• High level of orders received for the vertical mill construction industry in the cement and
coal mill segment
• Good level of utilization in the field of horizontal mill construction throughout the year
• The trend in mill construction: designs becoming ever larger with the demand to supply
weight optimized cast components

New cast components for the rolling mill construction
• Order situation positively affected by material changeover of cast steel to nodular
graphite cast iron

Fettling shop: a roll housing at the lower left and two WEA components

Ladles
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In the field of machine tool manufacturing our components are needed for large
machines for the mechanical processing of component parts. The product range
here comprises faceplates and bedplates, lateral supports and crossbeams. The
challenge here is not so much the masses that have to be dealt with, which can
reach a unit weight of 150 t. Instead, the main challenge is to ensure the precision
of the components.
82 t frame for a cold forming plant

A further sales market – press construction – is served by us in collaboration with
the Siempelkamp Machine and Plant Engineering business unit. Here, our
products are used in metal forming and pipe forming presses for example.

The year 2013
Machine tool manufacturing: Siempelkamp quality that convices – ex
pansion of existing business relationships and regaining former customers
Cast components for metal forming presses at a world record level
Blast processing of a machine tool base

Machine tool component: face plate

• Order for 22 large casting components – 13 of them are giant components with liquid iron
weights of 250 t to 320 t and with that three world record castings in 2013

Siempelkamp Foundry Technology

Foundry

Our customers use metal forming presses, for example, as sheet bending presses
for the production of large pipes, the manufacture of vehicle parts or the pro
duction of components for aviation. Here, the foundry offers a wide range of components. Their range covers a raw casting weight from 20 to 260 t, beginning with
foundation beams, through tie bars, tool carriers, cylinders or pistons.
Plastic parts – consumer goods which are used every day – are produced by socalled plastic injection molding machines. Their components are also produced at

Machining of a lower beam for a 50,000 t closed-die
forging press

Siempelkamp Giesserei: in cooperation with the Siempelkamp Nuclear Technology
business unit, we open up a further key performance area: for our sister company
we produce cooling elements for the core catcher, a safety structure in nuclear
power plants.

The year 2013
Cast components for plastic injection molding machines ordered
throughout the year
• Supply parts for the sectors of automotive, medical technology, cleanroom technology
or consumer electronics delivered throughout the year with short production times and
flexible manufacturing cycles

Machining of a cast plate to be installed in a plastic injection
molding machine

Shaping: molding of a structural part for a metal forming
press

Movable plate – ready coated, component of a plastic injection
molding machine
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Containment of the Borssele NPP, Netherlands: refueling machine/bridge, fuel element storage pool and lock
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Siempelkamp

Nuclear Technology

Siempelkamp
Nukleartechnik:
Products and services for
nuclear power plants

Siempelkamp Nukleartechnik has developed a comprehensive service package for the
service life of nuclear power plants. We align our concepts with the requirements of
the highest levels of safety and cost-effectiveness. Our skills are in demand, not only in
important national projects, but increasingly in major international projects.
Our activities in this market started with the delivery of casks and containers for the
transport and storage of radioactive wastes. Since then we have continuously expanded
our portfolio – e.g. with the development of melting plants for the recycling of radio
active and toxically contaminated metals and residual materials.
Our current scope of services is wide-ranging: The start of this is the engineering
process, which is always aimed at very specific customer requirements. This is followed
by the components, containers and services associated with the reactor.
Increased attention is currently being paid to our diagnostic and monitoring systems, as
well as process information concepts, in order to ensure the safety of nuclear plants. We
have continuously developed our technical expertise; our service is becoming increasingly
aligned to the changing framework conditions of the energy industry. The result: specific
system solutions which we align precisely with the requirements of our customers.

Initial use of a multiple stud tensioner in a NPP new building

Siempelkamp Nuclear Technology

Nuclear Technology
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Nuclear technology
Despite the changed market conditions in Germany, the nuclear technology business unit achieved
a satisfying total order value. This business unit benefitted from the development of new product
lines and from its diversity. The unit‘s international activities developed positively and resulted in an
increased share of business outside Germany.

Market development/positioning in the market
Changed market conditions and the energy shift from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources in
Germany continue to put a strain on business prospects within the country. We advanced our internationalization and successfully expanded our business activities on a global level. In 2013 we
recorded satisfactory capacity utilization and a good order situation. International orders for nuclear
containers primarily contributed to this result.
In the beginning of 2013 the nuclear technology business unit set a new milestone in container
production: After comprehensive development and preparation work, we carried out for the prototype of a new container line the so-called “Blue Box®”, a successful drop test. This test resulted in
the signing of a framework contract for the British market for the long-term production and supply
of this container type.
Refueling machine/bridge: control station and
fuel element gripper

From a Russian customer, we received an order for six large cast containers for the transport
and storage of spent fuel elements for the Chinese nuclear power plant Tianwan. Our long-term
customer Gesellschaft für Nuklear-Service mbH (GNS) also placed several orders with us for the
production of cask bodies for the upcoming disposal of spent fuel elements in German nuclear
power plants.
The following engineering projects stand out: At the nuclear power plant Borssele, the Netherlands,
we successfully modernized the refueling machine and advanced the order for the modernization of
the reactor building, the semi-gantry crane and the turbine building crane. Our customers on the
Asian market were highly satisfied with our competences which, in turn, led to new projects with
Chinese customers including the supply of a waste treatment plant for solid low-level radioactive
waste as part of a new nuclear power plant construction. For our highly satisfied Austrian customer
Nuclear Engineering Seibersdorf we completed the project ‚building of a hot cell facility‘, which
involved the conditioning of radioactive waste from dismantling projects and the area of medicine.
From Switzerland we received an order for the supply of different crane systems to the nuclear
power plant Beznau.

5.20 m drop test for most secure storage and transportation containers for radioactive materials

Siempelkamp Nuclear Technology

Nuclear Technology

The team of Siempelkamp Krantechnik (crane technology) ensured a high order value in 2013.
Together with the engineering department of Siempelkamp Nukleartechnik (nuclear technology), a
gantry crane was supplied to the German E.ON nuclear power plant Grohnde as well as successfully
started up. From Switzerland we received an order for three double-girder bridge cranes.
Siempelkamp Tensioning Systems (STS) continues to ensure its future as a world market leader of
solutions for the opening and closing of reactor pressure vessels. With new and improved product
developments for tensioning technology and the opening of bolted connections for new reactors
of Western, Russian and Chinese design, the company is well positioned for the next few years.
Furthermore, we focus on new developments of cleaning devices for large reactor studs – products
that are especially valued on the French market. Stud tensioning machines for the Asian market and
different modernization projects in Asia and Europe prove the good order situation in 2013.
The business area of recycling remains stable. The receipt of service orders from Great Britain in this
area is especially pleasing. We have received large interest in the operation of smelting plants from
Japan, Korea and France.
With its special knowledge and services in the area of plant management and inspections, Siempelkamp
Prüf- und Gutachter-Gesellschaft in Dresden was once again in high demand in refineries, power
plants and the petrochemical industry. With its expertise in materials and all kind of calculations, the
company contributed strongly to the development of the new container line of the nuclear technology
business unit. The high order intake involving calculation services for E.ON’s nuclear power plants
and other manufacturers of nuclear components continued.

Lowering the multiple stud tensioner into the
reactor pit

The innovatively equipped manufacturing facility of Siempelkamp Nukleartechnik at the Mülheim
location completed several large projects successfully: Reference projects here include the mechanical
machining of gate systems made of steel for a Chinese vitrification plant and the machining of pipe
bodies for oil platforms.
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The business activities of NIS Ingenieurgesellschaft were once again characterized by the diversity of
its projects including, for example, the decontamination of the primary circuit at the Biblis power plant,
Germany or the procurement of equipment for the thermal disassembly of the reactor pressure vessels
in Zion, USA. The delivery of hydrogen recombinators to Japanese nuclear power plants as well as to
the nuclear facilities stated in the framework contract concluded with Westinghouse, documents the
high demand for these safety components. With calculations regarding the planning of dismantling
activities, NIS was involved in all German nuclear power plants. The order intake regarding blade
vibration monitoring and turbo generator diagnostics remained at a stable level.
The ongoing orders of the nuclear technology business unit ensure good capacity utilization into
2014. New construction projects in Great Britain that have already been approved, dismantling
projects in France and the successful internationalization of the container business are good prerequisites for a positive order situation in 2014.

Outlook
The financial year 2013 has shown that our expertise is in worldwide demand and that our sales
activities in the international nuclear business are met with positive response. This is an excellent
starting position for a successful 2014. The good international reputation of the nuclear technology
business unit and its broad product spectrum are the best prerequisites for a successful future on
the nuclear market. Proven and highly safe Siempelkamp technology can be found in new con
structions as well as in the areas of modernizations, dismantling and waste treatment.
Additional positive factors are our new products and processes for the expected dismantling projects
in Germany as well as for the short-term dismantling potential on the French market. We meet the
strong international interest in our portfolio with international sales offices.

Plant inspection: measurement of wall thickness
by ultrasound at a pipeline

Engineering solutions: integrated concepts, precisely customized
Our engineering bears the signature of Siempelkamp engineers, connected with one another through many years of
experience, innovation and continuous customer orientation. The specific needs of our customers always remains in
focus. From this, complete engineering solutions arise that cover a wide range of services. From the development of
the concept, through basic and detailed engineering, to production and commissioning, these integrate all of the key
processes. Our engineers also perform the accompanying monitoring and checks.

The year 2013
Siempelkamp engineering solutions in strong demand in the neighboring countries Switzerland,
Austria and the Netherlands
• Successful first use after upgrading: refueling machine at Borssele/Netherlands NPP went into operation
• Complete turnkey solution “hot cell Seibersdorf” for sorting radioactive materials completed
• Swiss Beznau NPP orders vertical suspension gear including mobile storage box
•	Order received to supply three double-girder bridge cranes for active warehouse on the Leibstadt power plant site
in the Canton of Aargau/Switzerland

Gantry crane for the supply of the NPP containment
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Furthermore, we supply all-round solutions for specific assignments – such as prototypes, special and individual
components. Our services are in demand by virtually all German nuclear power plants and research facilities, as
well as globally represented nuclear facilities and nuclear power plants. Through the combination of our engineering
know-how and our production capabilities, we are a competent partner – and one of the leading suppliers in the
market with the segments of new construction, upgrading and dismantling of nuclear power plants.

The year 2013
Waste treatment plants “made by Siempelkamp” and services highly valued across the globe
• 	Waste treatment plant for the newly constructed NPP in Changjiang completed and accepted by a Chinese team of experts
• Crane installation work for the EPRTM reactor new build in Olkiluoto in Finland 100 percent completed
•	Services carried out for AREVA at OL3 NPP, like crane operation and repair procedures on cranes that were not
manufactured by Siempelkamp
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Waste treatment plant

Our services include:
• Design and concept development
• Project management
• Inspection and monitoring services
• Installation and commissioning
• Nuclear engineering and design for plants and special purpose machines
• Manufacturer-independent quality control during the production process
Optimized and ergonomic handling of the
refueling machine/bridge

• Engineering support for nuclear power plant operation as well as upgrading
and retrofitting projects

The year 2013
Engineering solutions for transport and handling
• Incoming order from the Neckarwestheim NPP in Germany: transport system for the handling of MOSAIK® casks
• Delivery of a fuel element single gripper to German nuclear power plant Isar – initial use successful

Quality monitoring during fuel element production
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• Planning and implementation of nuclear
dismantling and decommissioning tasks,
development and testing of remote-controlled
disassembling systems, handling devices, tool
carriers and manipulators for use both under water
and out of the water
• Calculation
• Production
• Services around the reactor
Crane assembly at the reactor neighboring buildings of EPR™ reactor in Olkiluoto 3

The year 2013
Planning works and project management performed throughout the year
• Upgrading and further development works on the technical infrastructure taken care of and carried out for Urenco Germany
• High order intake from E.ON and RWE for quality control of the fuel element production. Independent control of the fuel element
production also requested by the Spanish NPP operator Centrales Nucleares Almaraz-Trillo
• Implementation monitoring for the upgrading of ventilation system equipment at the Gundremmingen NPP
• Planning work carried out at GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH (heavy ion research centre)
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Exterior view “hot cell” in the handling center of Nuclear Engineering Seibersdorf

Our expertise that we have gathered in the engineering
field of equipping and retrofitting nuclear facilities also
comes to the fore in the dismantling and the de
commissioning of nuclear facilities. The dismantling of
activated components places high demands on the
machine technology and the personnel involved.
Whether entire dismantling concepts or the supply of
individual components: We design our services in close
cooperation with the customer and adapt them to the
plant-specific requirements.
Concept of the thermal segmenting device of the reactor pressure vessels at Zion NPP, USA

The year 2013
Project specific dismantling equipment delivered and successfully tested
• Zion nuclear power plant, USA: thermal segmenting device delivered and set up as a mock-up
• Lifting equipment project for the dismantling of the German compact sodium-cooled Karlsruhe nuclear reactor facility
completed

Transport of the reactor pressure vessel flange
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Our service package:
• Compilation of decommissioning concepts, tender documents and approval planning
• Feasibility studies
• Environmental impact assessments
• Radiation protection planning and inspection, clearance measurement and documentation
• Project and cost management
• Development of an individual dismantling technology, such as tools and structuring waste
management
• Design, manufacture, delivery and installation of tools, equipment and installations for the
disassembly of contaminated/radioactive components, waste treatment facilities
We develop all components and systems with advanced planning tools – with the aim of
achieving maximum safety, reliability and ease of operation.

Clearance measurement of building
structures

The year 2013
Planning services, project support and monitoring for the dismantling of nuclear power
plants
• Planning services for the decommissioning, dismantling and disposal of the Wiederaufbereitungsanlage
Karlsruhe (nuclear reprocessing plant) in Germany continued
• Planning and project monitoring provided for the dismantling of the Rossendorf research reactor (VKTA)
• Project support for the dismantling of the Mülheim-Kärlich and Würgassen NPPs continues: sampling,
clearance measurement support, transport logistics, selection of segmentation technology etc

Monitoring and control of the remote controlled segmentation works at the control station
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Components around the reactor:
Core catcher cooling structure
The versatile range of services in the field of components play an important role in the core catcher cooling structures made of ductile
cast iron. These will ensure the integrity of the containment through long-term stabilization and cooling of the molten core if a serious
malfunction occurs in a nuclear power plant. The core catcher cooling structure contains several hundred cooling elements. These absorb the heat of the molten mass and dissipate it to the cooling water flowing through the cooling ducts on the bottom of the cooling
elements. This guarantees that any impacts of an accident are limited to the inside of the plant, thereby fulfilling the statutory requirements. The supply of the core catcher cooling structures is supplemented by highly qualified services in accordance with our motto of
“everything from a single source”. The core catcher installation is one of these services.
A building permit is already in place for the planned new EPRTM construction of, initially, two nuclear power plant units at Hinkley Point C
in south-west England, so that an order for the delivery of the core catcher cooling structure is to be expected in the near future.

3D model core catcher cooling structure: more than 800 cast components
and a steel construction of approx. 2,500 parts form the cooling structure

Assembly of the steel structure by the Siempelkamp service team

Fully assembled core catcher cooling structure in the EPRTM reactor new building
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Stud tensioning technology
Successfully in use for almost 50 years all over the world: Siempelkamp‘s hydraulic multiple stud tensioners (MST), single
stud tensioners and small tensioners for opening and closing the reactor pressure vessels, as well as other components –
e.g. steam generators or main coolant pumps.
In addition to the multiple stud tensioners, which provide a high level of automation, we also make use of our long-standing experience for the development of customer-specific solutions associated with the service for the systems installed at
nuclear power plants. Here we sometimes differ considerably from other providers – especially through the full range of
services, covering all aspects from concept development and design, production and delivery to commissioning the nuclear
power plant. In addition to the construction of new MSTs, we modernize such machines worldwide. On request, we also
provide ongoing support within the framework of service contracts, which also includes the operation of the machine as
part of the inspections.

The year 2013
Multiple stud tensioners
• China: two orders received for new machines, two new modern plants supplied and one upgrade carried out
• South Africa and Russia: one modernization in each country successfully processed
• Europe: last extensive modernization in Germany at Neckarwestheim NPP completed as well as retrofittings of the machines
at Doel and Tihange NPPs in Belgium realized

Excellent service – an important component for our success
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The demand for our equipment and special tools, which complement the use
of the multiple stud tensioners and tensioning systems, is rising further. These
include stud turning devices which are available both as individual and multiple
rotary components, as well as our range of cleaning equipment for pressure
vessel studs (bolts) and blind holes. Required accessories such as bolt removal
trolleys, protective hoods, hydraulic systems and measurement systems round
off the delivery as part of our range of services.

The year 2013
Tensioning systems – accessories and service all over the world
• Two sets of single stud tensioners delivered for AP1000® reactor new builds in China

Small tensioner for steam generators

• Order for a small tensioning system for the reactor coolant pump at Russian Balakovskaja
NPP processed
• Single and double turning devices supplied as standard with new MST
• First serial delivery of bolt cleaning devices for France, two new orders for NPPs in South
Africa and Sweden
• Service assignments characterized by growth and successful support of foreign agencies
Tensioning Systems

Taking up of the reactor pressure vessel studs from the set-down structure by means of the multiple stud tensioner

“4 pack” a multiple rotary component during insertion in the NPP

Bolt cleaning device on the Siempelkamp test stand
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Lifting devices
We consistently align our range of components for reactor pressure vessels in respect
of the factors of ease-of-use and safety. In particular, we are guided by these
demands for our lifting devices for pressure vessel internals and pressure vessel
heads – for example, lifting devices for the new EPR™ reactor type such as the
internal lifting device. This concept is used for handling the protection ring of the
pressure vessel sealing surface, the reactor internals and the shielding cover, which is
required during the inspection.
We also supply the reactor head lifting devices for removing the pressure vessel
Multi-purpose lifting device at the upper core structure on the
set down structure in the reactor pool

heads and supporting the control rod drives in the case of external influences during
the operation of the EPR™ reactor. The multi-purpose lifting device is used for the
transport of pressure vessel internals and the shielding cover, which forms part of the
equipment of older-generation pressurized water reactors.

The year 2013
Multi-Purpose lifting device delivered to the E.ON nuclear power plant in
Grohnde and put into operation

The multi-purpose lifting device in operation
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Test load system
All cranes in nuclear power plants have to be checked at certain intervals with respect
to their operating load and overload. Testing the different cranes with differing load
capacities requires widely varying test loads and corresponding load test lifting beams.
Our modular test load system according to KTA (German Nuclear Safety Standards)
design for crane systems makes it possible for the customer to rationalize test pro
cedures and to improve workplace safety systems.

Modular designed test load system

The main components of test load system:
• load test lifting beam for 15 t and 225 t with adjustable hook retainer
• load test modules from 300 kg to 20,000 kg
• transport and load test lifting beam for inside and outside of the containment
• suspension cables for crane tests in the containment
Test load modules

The year 2013
Modular test load system – a system for all applications in use at the
Neckarwestheim NPP since 2013

Test load system
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Casks and containers
At Krefeld and at Mülheim in Germany, Siempelkamp Nukleartechnik is manu
facturing transport and storage casks made of ductile cast iron with nodular graphite
for the handling of radioactive waste. This has ensured that we have been the market
leader in this field for many years. Our sister company Siempelkamp Giesserei
(foundry) produces the castings. This is followed by mechanical finishing of the raw
cast body and – depending on the design and intended application – final assembly
in Mülheim.

The year 2013
Cask and container production for radioactive wastes on the road to success
• Record production rates in cast iron containers
• Good utilization for large cast casks for the disposal of spent fuel elements in both national
and foreign markets
Contract manufacturing at the Siempelkamp
manufacturing center in Mülheim

MOSAIK® casks after coating

• Siempelkamp production site Mülheim a. d. Ruhr carries out several major projects for
mechanical processing in the nuclear and the conventional field
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We produce the majority of the cask bodies and complete casks on behalf of the Gesellschaft für Nuklear-Service
mbH (GNS), a subsidiary of the leading German energy supply companies. Furthermore, we manufacture disposal
casks in various forms for the international market according to our own design and in cooperation with partner
companies. The technological environment at the production facility in Mülheim and its modern equipment also
enable us to carry out numerous types of work for contract manufacturing. The emphases lie in power engineering,
machinery and plant engineering as well as other areas of nuclear technology.

The year 2013
Cask and container development internationally repositioned and recognized in the market
• New container concept “BlueBox®” for the transport and storage of radioactive wastes for the British
market in accordance with international regulations successfully tested and approved in aggressive accident
scenarios and drop tests
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High fall for highest security – a cask body for the transport and storage
of spent fuel elements on the trial

The year 2013
Conventional crane systems
• 160 cranes with load-bearing capacities from 500 kg up to 240 tonnes delivered

Crane systems for nuclear technology
• Gantry crane delivery – an economic solution for the Grohnde NPP. Production of three
double-girder bridge cranes for the Swiss nuclear power plant Leibstadt
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Cranes
Both nationally and internationally we have earned an excellent reputation as an acknowledged
manufacturer of crane systems in standard and special designs. We develop the ideal solutions not
only for conventional crane technology but also in the field of cranes for nuclear technology.
Our product portfolio comprises cranes with and without load lifting devices with load capacities
from 125 kg to 300 t and span distances up to 70 m. Our aim is to achieve the best possible results
for our customers at all times. We achieve this by paying the greatest attention to quality, excellent
design and adherence to delivery dates. In the market we are established as a competent full-service
provider for crane technology, as we carry out the entire process from planning to commissioning
from a single source. As a recognized manufacturer, Siempelkamp Krantechnik (crane technology)

Flensburger Schiffbau-Gesellschaft:
trolley for the cross transport of ship
panels

supplies standard and special crane designs at an international level. Thanks to our many years of
experience, we are in a position to find and implement an efficient, inexpensive solution for any
application.

Vacuum lifting device attached to a double-girder bridge crane

Gantry crane
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NIS-PAR modules (H2-recombiners)
In order to keep potential malfunctions or operational incidents at nuclear power
plants under control, passive autocatalytic recombiners are recommended as an
inexpensive and effective solution. They are also suitable for the effective reduction
of the hydrogen produced by radiolysis in CASTOR® casks or other nuclear facilities.
Our H2-recombiner operates on a passive and self-starting basis even under cold
and wet conditions. We manufacture this product tailored to country-specific
requirements and in different sizes, depending on the installation locations in the
NPP and the hydrogen that is produced locally. For periodic inspections, we
supply a simple-to-operate test equipment for the cassettes filled with catalytic
material, which can be removed from the steel housings simply through an
assembly opening.
NIS-PAR modules – customer-specific designed

The year 2013
More than 280 NIS-PAR modules delivered for more worldwide safety
in nuclear power plants
• New international orders confirm: Siempelkamp produces a valued and essential
safety component for NPPs

Hydrogen recombiners for the safe control of hydrogen releases, installed in the NPP
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Services
Nuclear physics
For over 40 years the Siempelkamp physicists have supported the operation of
nuclear power plants in all aspects of nuclear physics which arise during operation,
but also during the dismantling of a system. This support does not only include
services for in-core fuel management, nuclear criticality safety and shielding
calculations, but also activation calculations. Such calculations are important for
dismantling, as they provide information about the activity of the core com
ponents to be dismantled. These values enable the planning of decommissioning
and the measures which are to be applied during dismantling so that the radiation
exposure can be kept as low as possible. They also provide information about the
masses of weak, medium and strong radioactive waste.

Flow / heat propagation calculation of a mixing chamber

The year 2013
Routine physical services for the ongoing operation of NPPs and per
formances resulting from the federal government’s decision to phase
out in Germany dominate the business, like:
• applications planning of fuel elements, phase out studies, criticality safety proofs, fuel
disposal studies. For the first time, flow and heat propagation calculations could also be
established in the conventional market

Criticality poof of safety for fuel pools interpreted on hypothetical accident scenarios
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Determination of dismantling costs
The determination of the costs for nuclear decommissioning and dismantling projects has been a
special business segment of Siempelkamp for more than 30 years, in which we have become
established as a recognized expert. We draw up expert reports which are recognized by the tax
authorities for the energy supply companies in Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands and Belgium.
Here we determine the necessary financial costs of removing the nuclear facilities. Our expertise
acquired over the last few decades means that we are in demand as consultants, as far as the
creation of an optimized dismantling concept for the plant is concerned which is economical,
ecological and socially acceptable. With our experience and our special software product CORACORA-CALCOM – a Siempelkamp
software product to determine
dismantling costs

CALCOM, we have created a basis for the evaluation of dismantling cost analyses, which ensures
that we maintain a good lead over our competitors. These software products are currently used in
various dismantling projects. They pay for themselves in the recording of the masses, inventory,
planning, costing, technical and financial project controlling.

The year 2013
A good year in terms of orders for software product for secure and
reliable determination of dismantling costs
• Current and future decommissioning projects in Germany and Belgium ensure good
capacity utilization in that evaluation segment

NIS Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH

Image of the reactor core with its fuel and control elements
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Diagnosis and monitoring systems: harmonization of safety and profitability
The production of electrical energy using turbine generators is oriented towards security of supplies and economic efficiency. Therefore,
it is necessary to know precisely the state of the turbine generator and detect and evaluate deviations from normal operating behavior.
STUDIS stands for Stationary Turbine Generator Diagnostic System and is designed to provide a diagnosis and the early detection of
faults before preventive maintenance which depends on the state of the system. Based on the values of a monitoring system, deviations
from normal behavior and possible errors are recognized and reported in an expert system. In addition to the main tasks of condition
assessment, early error detection and fault analysis, the system also supports our customers in operating the monitored systems in an
optimum manner, avoiding undesirable operating conditions and enabling a safe and economical mode of operation. Access to the
stored data is possible at any time for the purposes of performing analyses. STUDIS is not intended to replace the expert, but make his
work less stressful and more effective – e.g. with respect to routine evaluations of states whose appearance and interdependency are
known.

The year 2013
High demand for turbine generator diagnostic systems
• Blade vibration monitoring supports the safe and economic operation of gas and coal-fired power
plants in strengthened used during regular operation

STUDIS – Stationary Turbine Generator Diagnostic System – for diagnostic analysis and early fault detection e.g. on turbines
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Process information systems: the center of system monitoring
Whether control technology systems, dedicated control systems or other computer systems: the central recording
and visualization of process data from various systems is not only essential for controlling a power plant. The
combined information also provided assistance with process optimization in order to ensure power operation which
was optimized both technically and in economic terms.
In this field Siempelkamp has decades of experience and supplies turnkey process information systems for all areas
of a power station. Examples of this are the plant process computer systems supplied to various European
customers, which are considered to be the heart of the plant monitoring system. These can record up to
100,000 signals. An avalanche of messages with 8,000 signals per second is evaluated, linked, calculated and
visualized, so that the plant can be operated both safely and economically. Siempelkamp also offers solutions for
safety-related systems and supplies fail-safe, high-availability control and monitoring systems for all areas.

The year 2013
Business with service and maintenance of process information system is booming
• Support of the processing computer systems at the NPP sites of Gundremmingen/Germany and Mühleberg/Switzerland
• Renewal of the process computer hardware and associated software of the Gundremmingen NPP
• Receipt of order to deliver a personal dosimetry system to Urenco Deutschland GmbH

Control room in the NPP: process computer system
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In this area we are a manufacturer-independent system integrator and therefore in a position to offer our customers
tailor-made solutions which can be integrated seamlessly into their heterogeneous IT landscape.
From a certain plant size, the emission of specific pollutants to the atmosphere is to be continuously registered and
monitoring carried out to ensure compliance with the limiting values. Here, for example, dust, nitric oxides, hydrochloric acid and other pollutants are relevant which are emitted by power stations, waste incineration and other
industrial plants into the atmosphere. Since 1985 Siempelkamp has been supplying successful computing systems
for continuous emissions monitoring. Up to now we have supplied more than 1,200 emission calculation systems
and support the plant operators who are required by the air pollution control laws to perform continuous monitoring.
The TALAS recording system, with the superordinate monitoring management system UmweltOffice®, has a modular
structure, is approved for suitability by the technical supervision authority (TÜV) and is licensed by the responsible
government agency. The system is able to monitor small plants, such as thermal power stations or waste incineration
plants, as well as large plants with several locations, such as those in the steel industry.

The year 2013
Siempelkamp emission monitoring systems are used internationally
• Nearly 20 installations can be noted in the year under review, e.g. for STEAG Power Saar GmbH (power station in
Fenne/Germany), Daimler AG (Sindelfingen/Germany) or Hüttenwerke Krupp Mannesmann GmbH (Duisburg/Germany).
Internationally, the systems are working in Turkey, Ireland and Afghanistan

Siempelkamp emission monitoring system in the coal-fired power plant of Niederaußem (Photo: RWE)
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Ageing management for increased safety and durability
“Efficient ageing management” is the key word: With the help of modern Finite Element
Methods (FEM), Siempelkamp provides strength calculations as qualified proof of safety.
This enables us to make an important contribution towards plant safety and an assessment
of the service lives of components from nuclear technology plants and conventional power
plants. The basis of our calculations is the relevant material properties in each case, such as
linear-elastic, elastic-plastic or also time-dependent (creep) behavior. For high-grade nonlinear behavior, such as the short-term dynamics of shock processes, we use explicit
FE programs. This makes it possible to realistically assess the loads to be expected under
dynamic stress. With the verification of the analytical results by means of real component
Exemplary natural mode of vibration of a hydrogen
recombiner

tests, we support plant operators and component manufacturers with design optimization
and the safe and economical operation of their systems.

The year 2013
Strength calculations
• 13 calculation projects for E.ON nuclear power plants as well as manufacturers of nuclear
components
• Nine new orders in the conventional sector

Calculation model and temperature distribution for a reactor pressure vessel
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Plant inspection
During a power plant shutdown, Siempelkamp offers customers from the field of energy
and power station technology, chemistry and petrochemicals, extensive and highly efficient
services for plant inspections. In addition to the periodic inspections, we also support the
operators in assessing the long-term stability of the heat-resistant materials used and their
welded joints, as well as the assessment of potential damage mechanisms under operating
stresses. In addition, we coordinate the various trades such as scaffolding, grinding, testing

View inside the burner of a vessel

and insulating. The particular advantage to the customer: through the consistent use of
synergies between the disciplines of materials and component testing, plant inspection and
strength calculations, we offer a holistic approach to condition assessment and forecast of
the service life of the plants.
The eins-thermal power station in Chemnitz
supplies the city with district heating and
electricity (Photo: eins energie in sachsen)

The year 2013
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Eight inspection contracts for pland shutdowns, three new customers gained
• Stable and long-standing customer relationships with smaller heating and biomass power
plants are paying off. New customers are especially found in the chemical and petrochemical
industry

Prüf- und Gutachter-Gesellschaft

Plant inspection

Recycling
Safety, ecology and economy in focus
At the end of the 1980s Siempelkamp had already developed a way to make use of metallic residues from the
operation and decommissioning of nuclear facilities. Limited interim storage facilities and scarce ultimate storage
options as well as the idea of establishing recycling management in the nuclear industry were the starting points.
Safety, ecology and economy are the three coordinates in the process of metallic residue treatment. Thanks to a
special filter technology developed by us, it was possible to successfully use the melt decontamination process in the
form of the GERTA melting plant for the oil and gas industry as well.

Casting in the GERTA melting plant

Mechanical and thermal segmentation of components for the melting process
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